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Sleep is a priority, not an option.

Orono ranks No.
14 on ‘Safewise’ Top
30 safest college
towns in America

The University Of Maine, Orono.

Haley Sylvester
Staff Writer
In a recently published article on Safewise, a website
dedicated to safety and home
security news, the town of
Orono cracked the top 30
in “safest college towns in
America.” Coming in at 14th,
the article states, “this friendly college city is full of smalltown charm and extraordinary natural treasures. Orono
also boasts the University of
Maine, which has been fulfilling its mission of research,
education, and service for the
past 150 years.”
The Orono Police Department, led by Chief of Police
Josh Ewing, is dedicated to
protecting and serving the
college town. Ewing, a member of the Orono PD for 17
years now, wasn’t surprised
by the news of Orono making the Safewise list. He explained that the university

Sze Wing Wong, Staff

attracts students that are driven — students that have goals
and plans for their future. He
believes that students know
the potential risks of being
unsafe — “they recognize
they have something to lose,”
Ewing said.
Ewing mentioned that one
of the biggest issues he faces
patrolling a college town is
managing parties in the Orono area. He clarified that,
contrary to popular belief,
Orono PD is not trying to kill
student’s fun; they are simply
there to manage it.
“99 percent of the time,
the reason we go to a party is because we received a
call. Sometimes intoxicated
individuals don’t realize that
there are other people that
aren’t intoxicated and just
want to go to bed, but can’t
because of the noise.” Ewing added that Orono police
officers are not trying to stop
parties all together — they

are simply there to manage
possible dangerous or out-ofcontrol situations. Orono PD
does, in part, patrol College
Avenue, a popular destination for college students to
party on the weekends.
When in a situation where
Orono PD has to step in and
break up student parties, Ewing explained that the police
officers typically deal with
disorderly conduct cases.
Ewing calls his form of
patrolling the town of Orono
“community policing.” He
explained that the civilians
trust Orono PD and will call
when there are issues with
college students. He believes
that being a police officer
in a college town is a “high
visibility job” — meaning a
higher presence of police officers in the area suppresses
crime.
Ewing mentioned that Orono PD and the Orono Fire
Department will occasionally

Miami Marlins
pitching ace killed
in boating accident
off Florida coast
Jacob Posik
News Editor
Miami Marlins pitching
ace, José Fernández, was
killed in a boating accident off the coast of Miami,
Fla. early Sunday morning. Fernández, 24, was the
Marlins’ go-to pitcher and
one of Major League Baseball’s (MLB) promising
young talents.
Coast Guard officials on
patrol in Florida discovered
a 32-foot boat up-ended
at the end of a jetty at the
opening of Miami Harbor,
finding Fernández and two
other men dead at the scene
shortly after 3:15 a.m. Two
Tuesday
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of the bodies were found
under the boat and a diving
team found the third victim near the rocks the boat
crashed into. The identities
of the other two men are
being withheld from the
public until relatives are
notified. Both were close
friends with Fernández.
Florida Fish and Wildlife Commission Public Information Officer Lorenzo
Veloz called Fernández’s
death a loss for Miami,
the sport of baseball and
anyone who had ever met
Fernández.
“He was pillar to our
community, he was involved in everything that he
Wednesday
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could be to give back,” Veloz said during a press conference on Sunday morning. “I had the experience
of talking to him several
times, down-to-earth, great
person...I’m sorry I’m getting goosebumps right now,
it’s really hitting home and
it’s horrible.”
Based on evidence gathered at the scene of the accident, Florida officials believe the boat made impact
with the rocks at full speed.
The boat did not belong to
Fernández. According to
investigators, drugs and alcohol do not currently apSee Pitcher on A3
Thursday
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get together to discuss past,
present and future situations,
bringing together ideas and
plans for the future.
Ewing also mentioned
that in the past few years,
the summer months in Orono
have been increasingly busy.
“We’re seeing more students staying here over the
summer months,” Ewing
said. He believes it is in part
due to the various new apartment complexes for student
housing.
Chief Ewing and the Orono PD work with the University of Maine Police Department (UMPD) as well.
Ewing described possible
situations in which Orono
would call UMPD or vice
versa — mainly out of control parties on or near campus, as well as individual
students. Ewing mentioned
that if Orono PD deals with
university students, they are
referred to the university’s

judicial affairs.
Chief of Police for UMPD,
Roland LaCroix, also mentioned that UMPD and Orono PD work hand-in-hand
in keeping the town safe for
civilians and college students
together. They not only share
information with each other
about what’s occurring in the
area, but they also agree that
underage drinking is one of
the biggest issues faced in the
town.
“There’s not too much serious crime,” LaCroix said.
“One of my biggest concerns
is sexual assaults.” LaCroix
detailed his frustrations for
the underreporting of sexual
assaults, not only on the Orono campus, but in the nation.
Out of the number of sexual
assaults on the Orono campus the previous 2015-2016
school year, only a handful
of cases were reported to
UMPD. “It’s sad,” Lacroix
said.

Charged with upholding
law and order on campus, LaCroix and his staff put forth
their best efforts in reaching
as many students as possible
with the message that sexual
assault will be taken seriously by UMPD and in explaining the consequences of such
actions.
LaCroix reported that
there are 19 full-time officers on staff with the UMPD.
There are extra officers working on the weekends to keep
the campus as safe as possible
and if needed, other regional
departments can be called for
help in threatening situations.
“About 99 percent of our
students are good, but there
are some troublemakers,”
Lacroix said.
Both LaCroix and Ewing
expect the town of Orono and
the students in it to continue
their safe habits and keep the
college town one to be proud
of.

Terror threats wreak
havoc in U.S. within
24 hours of each other
Nadia Rashed
Contributor
Pipe bomb in New Jersey
A blast occurred in New
Jersey at about 9:35 a.m. on
Saturday, Sept. 16, near the
boardwalk in Seaside Park.
The explosion occurred along
the route of the Seaside Semper Five Marine Corps Charity
5K.
Three pipe bombs were
found wired together in a
garbage can located near the
boardwalk. They were located
with a type of timer intended
to be set off by a cellphone.
However, only one of the three
detonated.
Due to delays in the race,
which were caused by the discovery of an unclaimed backpack, there were no lives lost
or injuries reported.
Friday
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Cathy Howath and her sister Janie Murphy signed up for
the race together and described
the delay as a blessing in disguise. “The pipe bomb would
have gone off when the 5K
was going on,” Howath said in
an interview with USA Today.
This year would have been
the third for the Seaside Semper Five 5K, a race that supports the U.S. Marine Corps
and the Marine Corps Forces
Special Operations Command
(MARSOC) Foundation.
“Although we were forced
to cancel this year’s Seaside Semper Five, it has only
strengthened our resolve.
Much like the brave marines
our event so humbly supports,
we too will push on. We will
continue our mission of support and gratitude for the men
and women of our military
Saturday
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who sacrifice so much for
our safety, our security, and
our freedom,” the foundation
wrote on their website.
“It could be somebody
that has a grievance against
the U.S. military, possibly the
Marine Corps specifically and
have nothing to do with the
overseas-inspired attack like
ISIS. So it could be terrorism
without being international,”
Tom Fuentes, CNN’s senior
law enforcement analyst, said,
Investigators at the time
said they found similarities
between this device and the
bomb that exploded in Manhattan’s Chelsea neighborhood
Saturday evening.
See Terror Threats on A3

Sunday
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Marsh Island Brewing opens tasting
room at new location in Orono

“It’s a good industry to
be in now,” Clay Randall of
Marsh Island Brewing Company told the Bangor Daily
News (BDN) last week. Randall, the head brewer of the
company, has been working
full-time the last few months
in preparations of the company opening its new tasting
room with food.
Randall used to split his
time between brewing at
Marsh Island and fixing tires
at Swett’s Tire and Auto in
Bangor. He now handles all
operations as head brewer.
“It’s totally different from a
normal industry. Competition is friendly,” Randall said
to BDN reporters.
On Monday, Sept. 12, the
Orono Town Council issued
Marsh Island a license for a
tasting room, conditional on
final inspections by a code
enforcement officer.
Owner Alice Swett told
Bangor Daily News that she
plans to open the new tasting room extremely soon.
Plumbers, electricians and
carpenters were in the store
last week finishing renovations for the new setup.
The tasting room will include seating for 22 people
as well as an outdoor area.
The menu will include chips
and hummus, chips and salsa, artichoke dip and various
wraps. “Our biggest thing
is our beer. We should have
our full lineup plus one that
is only available at the brewery,” Swett said.
Décor in the tasting room
will include a mixture of an
industrial and old-time setting. Swett said the old garage bay window was repurposed to offer a view into the

Marsh Island Brewing, Orono.

tasting room and the bar and
tables will be made from an
old red oak in Winterport.
Marsh Island Brewing
originated with Swett, whose
family owns Swett’s Service
Center and Deli on Hogan
Road in Bangor; Richard
England, the store’s craft
beer manager and Randall,
a home brewer and former
technician at the service center.
The company started
about a year ago, bottling
beer inside a refurbished gas
station on Main Street in Orono.

Sze Wing Wong, Staff

The brewery now sells
Downrigger IPA, Whitetail
Pale Ale and various other beers in 22-ounce glass
“bombers.” Sold in stores
from Presque Isle to Kittery,
they are available on tap at
numerous eating establishments.
“We have a three-barrel system and seven barrel
fermenters,” Randall said.
“That allows us to do small
batches and split batches and
stuff.” Randall said the initial plan was to start with a
one-barrel system that could
supply beer for Swett’s Ho-

gan Road Deli in Bangor.
Due to various regulations,
a larger brewery and bottling
line was set in place. On
Sept. 3, 2015, the first beer
rolled off the belt.
Randall said in the tasting room, customers will be
able to order 16-ounce pints,
paddles that have four or six
4-ounce tasters, the famous
22-ounce bombers and eventually cans. He added that he
always has eight beers in the
cooler and eight lines at all
times, including the walkin cooler being fully packed
with kegs. “We’ll have plen-

ty of beer.”
Many UMaine students
are excited for the new brewery to open, noting that the
addition of Marsh Island
Brewing in downtown Orono will enhance competition
with Orono Brewing Company (OBC) and give of-age
students more venues to socialize with their friends.
“I think it’s going to be
pretty exciting to have a new
brewery because I already
enjoy OBC, but having the
atmosphere of a little competition is good in the brewery
field especially,” Jedd Dill, a

fourth-year student at UMaine said. “I think they have
to come out with a bang and
hold their own because OBC
has really made quite the
following with kids around
here. I’m excited to test them
out and enjoy some beer.”
“I never think there’s a
problem with having another
legal, safe place for college
kids to recreate and socialize, and I think it’s great to
have more variety in Orono,”
fourth-year student Alex
LaFrance said. “The more
culture we can get here, the
better.”
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pear to be factors in the accident, however they have
been unable to get underneath the overturned boat
for further investigation.
Autopsies are yet to be conducted on any of the three
victims who were not wearing life vests at the time of
the accident.
“José is a member of
this family for all time. His
story is representative of a
story of hope and of love
and of faith and no one
will ever let that story die,”
Marlins President David
Samson said during a team
news conference.
Fernández emigrated to
the United States, escaping Cuba at the age of 15
in 2008 after three previous unsuccessful attempts
and was drafted by the
Marlins in 2011. Not long

after, Fernández became
the team’s star pitcher, received the National League
Rookie of the Year honors
in 2013 and played in two
All-Star games.
“We are stunned and
devastated,” Major League
Baseball said in an official
statement.
Five days before his
death, Fernández posted
a picture on his Instagram
account of his pregnant
girlfriend with the caption:
“I’m so glad you came
into my life. I’m ready for
where this journey is gonna
take us together.”
Fernández was 16-8 with
a 2.86 ERA on the mound
this season. In his brief career, Fernández posted a
38-17 record and a 2.58 career ERA in 76 starts for the
Marlins franchise.
Sunday’s
scheduled
game between the Miami
Marlins and Atlanta Braves
was canceled by the MLB.
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Terror Threats
from A1

Explosion in New York
City
An explosion went off
that injured 29 people in New
York’s Chelsea neighborhood
on Saturday, Sept. 17.
The explosion was powerful enough to vault a heavy
steel dumpster more than 120
feet through the air.
Many residents of the
neighborhood described the
explosion as deafening, saying that it shattered glass and
literally knocked them out
of their seats. There were no
life-threatening injuries. Most
people suffered from scrapes
and abrasions from the flying
debris.
Blocks away from this explosion another suspicious
device was found. According
to federal law enforcement, it
was a pressure cooker.
Pressure cookers were used

as explosive devices during the
Boston Marathon bombing in
2013 that killed three and injured over 260.
After a frantic manhunt and
shootout on Monday, Sept. 19,
Ahmad Khan Rahami, 28, was
shot and caught.
He is charged with five
counts of attempted murder
of a law enforcement officer, second-degree unlawful
possession of a weapon and
second-degree possession of
a weapon for an unlawful purpose.
Authorities said Rahami is
directly linked to the bombings
in New York City and Seaside
Park, New Jersey.
They found Rahami’s
bloodstained notebook, whcih
suggests he was influenced by
a variety of terrorist groups,
including both Al-Qaeda and
ISIS.
Stabbings in Minnesota
At 8 p.m. on Saturday, Sept.
17, nine people were stabbed
at a mall in Minnesota.

Police and witnesses say a
man wearing a private security
uniform would make a reference to Allah before proceeding to ask if each person was
Muslim before attacking.
One of the workers from
JCPenney described the scene
as a “really scary experience”
and said that people were running towards the JCPenney
entrance, screaming that there
was someone running through
the mall stabbing people and
that there was blood everywhere.
If it wasn’t for Jason Falconer, an off-duty officer for
a local town who happened to
be in the right place at the right
time, there could have been
even further bloodshed.
Falconer shot and killed the
attacker.
He is receiving praise from
both the St. Cloud mayor and
police chief. “His heroic actions are exemplary of having
witnessed what he did as the
suspect was lunging at him

with a knife...he protected others from being injured. Clearly, a hero,” Mayor Dave Kleis
said during a news conference.
The attacker was later identified as 22-year-old Dahir
Adan.
According to an ISISlinked news agency, the attacker was a soldier of the Islamic
State. St. Cloud Police Chief
William Blair Anderson said
they are still trying to get to the
bottom of his motivations.
Muslim and Somali communities expressed their grief
for the victims. Jaylan Hussein, executive director of the
Council on American-Islamic
Relations chapter in Minnesota said, “we understand in St.
Cloud there is more anti-Muslim organizing and we hope
they do not use this incident to
divide our community.”
None of the victims’ injuries
were considered life-threatening. The attack is being viewed
as a possible act of terrorism.
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Weekly Updates

Police
Beat

UMPD

The best from UMaine’s finest
Jacob Posik
News Editor
Sept. 16
Hennessy you later
10:25 p.m. – A University of Maine Police
Department
(UMPD)
officer on foot patrol
near the freshman quad
smelled marijuana coming from a car parked
out front of Cumber-

land Hall. The officer
approached the vehicle
to find Gavin Razel, a
19-year-old non-student
of the university sitting
in the parked car with
three
other
students
smoking marijuana and
sharing a bottle of Hennessy. Razel was sum-

monsed for possession
of alcohol by a minor
and possession of marijuana and paraphernalia.
He also received a trespassing warning that extends until the end of the
Spring semester and his
car was towed.

Sept. 18
One margarita too
many
1:49 a.m. – UMPD officers on routine patrol
spotted a downed female
in the Steam Plant parking lot. Upon approaching the individual, officers found her to be knelt
over, throwing up on the
ground and called University Volunteer Ambulance Corps (UVAC)
for assistance. UVAC assessed the situation and
determined the female,
who claimed to have
only had two margaritas,
did not need transport
to a medical facility, as
she was responsive to
their questions. UMPD

did not issue a summons
despite the female being
a non-student of the university.
Rough-housing gone
wrong
2:42 a.m. – UMPD officers responded to a fire
alarm at the Phi Kappa
Sigma fraternity house.
Upon arrival, officers
determined a brother fell
into a fire extinguisher, setting off the extinguisher and blowing
its contents into the air
which set off their fire
security system. Because
it was the second case of
a fire alarm going off at
their house that night,
Phi Kappa Sigma was referred to judicial affairs.

Sept. 19
Ooooh, that smell
11:15 a.m. – A UMPD
officer responded to an
anonymous complaint of
the smell of marijuana on
the third floor of Somerset Hall. The responding
officer knocked on the
door of Tyler D’Ambrosil, an 18-year-old firstyear student, who was
very compliant with the
officer’s orders. D’Ambrosil willfully handed
over his pipe and grinder
and was summonsed for
possession of drug paraphernalia.

This Week in Student Government
Weekly recap of decisions made by the UMaine Student Government General Student Senate

Ryan Cox
Contributor
New Senators and Officer Appointments
New senators Samuel Borer and Hashim Allah were
officially sworn in last Tuesday and four more attended
their first meeting; Mitchell
Domagala, Ashley Sarra, Angel Loredo and Justin Guider
will be sworn in the following
week.
Club Maintenance
Members of the defunct
University of Maine Airsoft
Club spoke in front of the senate seeking revival through
preliminary recognition. They
plan on meeting regularly
off-campus as a point of contact for people who want to
play or want to learn how. The
primary concern was safety,
due to a number of police incidents and safety accidents
in the news. The club will be
open to the public, not just university students, so long as the
rules are followed. There will
be no member dues for equipment, but buying personal
gear is recommended. Preliminary recognition was granted.
UM Archery was originally an official club before 2003,
though the official dates are
not clear. Archery enthusiasts
on campus have made deals
with the Maine Archery Association and the Old Town Archery Center, which hinged on
gaining preliminary recognition, which the senate granted.
UMaine Melee, a club
centered around the 2001 Nintendo GameCube title “Super Smash Bros. Melee” was
granted preliminary recognition. This club will be unique
from other similar groups,
as it is intended to focus on
high-level professional competitive gameplay as part of
The Melee Games, a North
American collegiate league.
When asked why this deserves

to be a separate club from the
Gamers’ Guild, they replied
that, with the Guild’s focus
on modern online games, it
wouldn’t be possible for them
to accommodate.
After a few years of inactivity and confusion due
to change in management
and disorganized paperwork,
the Latin American Student
Organization was officially
reactivated, with the goal of
bringing the Latin American
student population on campus
together.
Club Presentations
The UMaine Best Buddies (an expansion chapter of
Best Buddies International, a
non-profit organization dedicated to helping people with
physical or mental disabilities,
helping them make connections and incorporate them and
their friends into their community), discussed their Flight to
Leadership Conference. The
annual conference brings over
2,000 chapters together to discuss ways to improve.
Executive Reports
Vice President Jared Dumas reiterated that recruitment
is his No. 1 priority and that he
would be working with membership marketing committees, as well as sitting down
with the chairs of Communication, to discuss new projects.
Vice President for Financial Affairs Robert Begin
urged the senate to be responsible with the unallocated
funds ($246,783.37 as of this
meeting), as more clubs finally get underway and more requests for allocations come in
the upcoming weeks.
Periodic Reports
Board of Trustees representative Connor Scott made
his first appearance for the
fall semester and quickly detailed a number of decisions
made by the Board over four

straight days of meetings, the
most significant being
the changes made to
the University
of Maine
Sys-

online legal travel forms designed for easier use.
Director
of
Communications

tem that have been hashed out
over the past three years —
rather than having individual
budgeting and finance models
for each university under the
University of Maine umbrella, they plan on streamlining
them all into one universal
system, to counteract the budget shortfall that Scott said
“looked like the end of days.”
They also plan on decreasing real property to cut costs,
selling off 139 acres in Old
Town, to be transferred to
Maine Fisheries and Wildlife
and 91 acres to the Caribou
Bog – Penjajawoc project.
Other decisions include the
commencement of a complete
overhaul to the University of
Maine System IT structure,
shifting to block tuition payment in the upcoming years,
setting a unified rate for online
courses across the UMS and
moving the investment model
to a “more ethical” environmental/social/governmental
investment model, which
should hopefully increase revenue over next five years.
Scott has worked as the
Board of Trustees Rep. for two
years and on over 20 projects
and will be transitioning to a
new position this November.
Legal Services Liaison
Mary-Celeste Floreani briefly
described the new automated

Cody Rubner made his first
appearance at a senate meeting. After introducing himself, he stated that he will be
working on bringing in more
senators and improving GSS
marketing.
Community Association
Reports
While this week was uneventful, the upcoming week
will be Hyde Repeal Week for
the Student Women’s Association. The Hyde Amendment
was originally passed in 1976,
banning Medicaid funding for
abortions.
Wilde Stein Alliance for
Sexual Diversity is currently in the planning stages for
Coming Out Week, beginning Oct. 11. They will also
be consolidating resources for
hormonal replacement therapy that would be covered by
university insurance. Next
semester, they hope to turn a
number of single-occupancy
bathrooms on campus into
non-gendered family bathrooms.
President Kevin Bois was
late this evening and began his
executive report discussing
the improvements to the disc
golf course, which he estimates will cost $6,000, as well
as his plans for the upcoming
Dirigo Leadership and Volt-

age meetings.
New Business
The Senate passed the motion to give $1,000 from unallocated funds to the Society of
Women Engineers, an organization dedicated to encouraging women to study science,
technology, engineering and
mathematics, to fund their
SWE 2016 National Conference.
$1,200 was allocated to
the Honors’ College Student
Advisory Board to pay the
new president’s salary, after
the Board was established as a
representative board of student
government.
$3,500 was allocated to the
UMaine Woodsmen’s Team to
fund their Collegiate Timbersports Competitions.
$4,270 was allocated to
the rugby team to fund their
fall/spring season. Expenses
included gas, lodging, vehicle rentals, equipment costs,
uniforms and referee dues for
home games. The request was
amended to request the money for referee dues instead be
used for recording equipment
for the coach and admins. The
Senate made their concerns
known regarding this amendment and suggested instead
either using the funding for
rental of the library camcorder, or suggest negotiating with
the library for a different rental
system. The Senate move to
amend to remove the $500 dollars for referee fees and place
them into rental fees instead of
purchasing a camcorder. The
amendment passed, followed
by the motion as a whole.
$1,505 was allocated to
the Dressage Club to pay hotel costs, food, entry fees for
four away shows, team registration, car rentals, arena rental, judge fees, various home
show costs, show clothes and
weekly lessons in Newberg
that have previously been paid
out of pocket.

The Equestrian Team requested $2,970 for hotel and
class fees. The discussion was
tabled for the next meeting.
Allocations
$525 was allocated to the
Society of Physics Students
for the 2016 Annual Physics
Congress.
$450 was allocated to the
Student Chapter of the Wildlife Society for the National
Wildlife Society Conference.
$810 was allocated to the
Maine Outing Club for outing
equipment.
$300 was allocated to the
South Asian Association of
Maine for the Eid-Ul-Adha
Festival.
$200 was allocated to the
Class of 2017 Council for their
office budget.
Unfinished Business
Senator Borer was nominated for the open position
in the Student Organization
Committee, which he accepted.
Senator Haverly-Johndro
was nominated for the Political Activism position last
week. No other nominations
have been made at this time.
Nominations for the representatives for Policy and
Procedure, the Orono Town
Council and Sergeant at Arms
have once again been tabled
for next week.
Special Orders and Announcements
Board of Trustees Rep.
Scott jumped in again at this
time to mention another decision made by the board, specifically a change to financial
aid policy. Any aid from the
institution will be based on
15 credit hours prorated and
while all incoming freshmen
will be on this new system,
other students financial aid
will remain unchanged.
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Briefs

Quick news from around the
University of Maine System

Jacob Posik
News Editor

Suspect in Washington
mall shooting apprehended
Arcan Cetin, 20, a Turkish immigrant to the United States, was arrested and
charged with five counts of
first-degree murder for the
fatal shooting of five people
at a Washington State mall
over the weekend, according to Skagit County jail records. Cetin was taken into
custody after a nearly 24hour manhunt ensued after
the shooting. Authorities
found Cetin walking down

the street Saturday night
near his home in Oak Harbor, Washington. As officers approached him, Cetin
did not run and the arresting
officers referred to Cetin’s
demeanor during the time
of arrest as “zombie-like.”
Cetin opened fire at a
Macy’s store in the Cascade
Mall, killing four women and one man. The four
women were pronounced
dead at the scene while the
man injured in the shooting
died later at a local hospital. The motive for Cetin’s
shooting remains unknown.
An official with the FBI told
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reporters that there is no evidence or suspected link to
terrorism at this time. While
state authorities said it is
too early to rule out terrorism as a motive, investigators currently have little to
go on. It was reported that
Cetin’s ex-girlfriend previously worked in the Macy’s
store, however she ended
her employment there a few
months before the shooting.
City of Charlotte engages in protests over police brutality
Charlotte-Mecklenburg
Police released videos of

the fatal shooting of Keith
Scott that occurred on Tuesday, Sept. 20 after days of
protests and rioting in Charlotte. Scott was shot and
killed by police during a
confrontation where police
say Scott made a threatening move with a gun. The
shooting has drawn nationwide media attention.
The videos released do
little to answer the many
questions
surrounding
Scott’s death. While no gun
is apparent in the video evidence released by Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police,
authorities say a pistol and
ankle holster were recovered at the scene at the time
of the shooting belonging
to Scott. Scott’s family has
said he does not own a gun
and was peacefully reading a book in his vehicle
when police approached.
While it is still unknown if

the shooting was justified,
Scott’s case is one of many
that has brought criticism to
the law enforcement community for the use of lethal
force in non-aggressive situations.
Cruz caves to endorse
Republican nominee
After preaching to conservative voters at the Republican National Convention in Cleveland in July to
vote for candidates up and
down the ticket and to vote
with their conscience, Sen.
Ted Cruz, R-Texas, publically endorsed Republican
presidential nominee Donald Trump over the weekend. Cruz chose to endorse
Trump because the prospect
of Hillary Clinton as president is troubling to him.
“After many months of
careful consideration, of
prayer and searching my

own conscience, I have decided that on Election Day, I
will vote for the Republican
nominee, Donald Trump.
I’ve made this decision
for two reasons. First, last
year, I promised to support
the Republican nominee.
And I intend to keep my
word. Second, even though
I have had areas of significant disagreement with our
nominee, by any measure
Hillary Clinton is wholly
unacceptable — that’s why
I have always been #NeverHillary,” Cruz posted on his
Facebook page last Friday.
Despite the endorsement,
Cruz would not say whether
or not he believes Trump is
fit to serve as commander
in chief. When asked by a
Texas Tribune reporter on if
he considered Trump to be
fit for the position, Cruz deflected several times.

The World
This Week
Sept. 23 - More than 200 airstrikes cause massive destruction in
Eastern Aleppo, Syria amidst ceasefire.
Sept. 25 - Suicide bombings in Baghdad account for eight deaths
and 25 injuries over the weekend.
Sept. 25 - North Korea threatens the United States “tremendous
consequences beyond imagination” for their nuclear aggressions in
Asia.
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Editorial: Sleep is a priority, not an option

Sleep deprivation has become such a common issue
for college students that we
sometimes skew it as an accomplishment or a laughing
matter. We forgo recognizing
the danger in not sleeping
and instead brag about how
little sleep we got or much
caffeine we’ve had already
by noontime.
“I only got six hours of
sleep last night” is often
countered with “I only got
five” and so on. The hours
tick down as the statement
circles the friend group, until the least well-rested person is given the gold trophy
in deprivation. But nobody
wants to be that exhausted,

so why do we make a point
of competing?
What’s worse than the
bragging circle of no sleep
is the rock-solid expectation
of little sleep for college students. There is a sort of unspoken “so what” that comes
with expressions of being
tired. Attending college is
a great obstacle with many
challenges — maintaining
your sleep health being one
of them. Somewhere along
the way, we have forgotten
that sleep is necessary and
suffering is not. We have
successfully normalized the
tired drone of students. There
is no sense in expecting college students to be exhaust-

ed when measures could be
taken to avoid the constant
burnout and crippling sleep
health in today’s youth. Why
are we largely complacent in
this issue?
One reason we expect
exhaustion is the genius invention of cramming — a
practice which many of
us engage in, but has been
proven as ineffective. Staying up all night to memorize
material seems like a noble
sacrifice at getting the best
grade possible. However,
in destroying all chance of
getting a good night’s sleep,
memory will suffer. That
material agonized over from
midnight to 5a.m. won’t

stick and we will be much
more susceptible to easy
mistakes that would not have
happened, had we slept the
night before.
A great solution for this
problem seems to exist —
sitting patiently in the dining
halls, the Bear’s Den and every coffee shop in a ten-mile
radius of campus. Caffeine
can work wonders — giving
a boost when natural cortisol levels start to dip, offering that lift we need to get
through an evening class or
work shift. Though, many of
us don’t use it properly.
Caffeine is best ingested
in small amounts and never
in excess. Relying on caf-

feine daily will reduce its
effectiveness, especially if
consumed in large amounts.
Using coffee and tea as a
crutch will only last a short
time before its benefits
bottom out. Addiction to
caffeine is a real problem
that can affect anyone who
downs coffee or soda as their
primary liquid. The amount
of sugar frequently stirred
into the typical caffeine dose
is also no help for energy
levels.
The only real fix is sleep.
Prioritizing your sleep health
is something we should all
strive for. There is nothing
wrong with going to bed
when needed — even if

there’s a funny show on TV,
a party down the road or an
assignment that needs finishing. Watch the show later.
Hit up the next party. Do that
homework in the morning.
We should never feel guilty
about putting our sleep
health first, despite outside
forces that seem much more
important in the moment.
Without sleep, all other
areas of life will lag behind.
Stress levels will rocket
and everything from mental
health to GPA will plummet.
It may not hit you now, but
it will eventually. Be proactive about taking care of
yourself. The sooner we stop
sacrificing sleep, the better.

For professors, gendered
Presidential
language still persists
qualifications not
determined by gender
Jessica Moore
Contributor

Nina Mahaleris
Contributor
The second semester of
my first year at the University of Maine was the time I really consider myself to have
become politically active. I
began reading more about
local and national politics
and made friends with other
students who were interested
in the same thing. I became
so invested in politics that it
was basically the only thing I
discussed with my peers.
Normally, I would lament
about how little credentials
I felt Donald Trump had, or
how I thought Hillary Clinton was a crook and the like.
By the end of that semester
the majority of my political
discussions began to run together in my mind. However,
one particular conversation
with a friend during that
time stuck with me for a long
time.
When the topic of Clinton came up during class one
day, my friend admitted that
she was only voting for her
because she’s a woman. I
was appalled at this confession.
I refuse to vote for someone based solely on gender.
To me, giving my vote to a

candidate based on the gender criteria is superficial. In
my perspective, gender is the
least important identification
of a presidential candidate.
I don’t believe that I should
be expected to vote for a
woman candidate simply because she’s a woman. Being
a woman isn’t enough to be
considered for president of
the United States.
Why should we give our
vote to a candidate based
on a very small part of her
identity? Being a woman is
a small part of my identity,
but in any case, I wouldn’t
expect to achieve any kind of
success because of this description. Clinton has extensive credentials that can help
her become president — she
doesn’t need to rely on any
female advantage.
There are far more important reasons to choose a
president. Why should we
allow race or gender to be so
significant?
This is the first presidential election I have the ability to participate in. Ever
since the two nominees were
chosen following the primaries, I have been going back
and forth between which to
choose. How can I be expected to vote for a candi-

date I do not support? By and
large, the American public is
ignorant. This is quite understandably not a popular statement, however true it may
be. Many Americans seem
content to support a candidate based on one identifier,
instead of looking at the candidate objectively.
Back in 2008, I was 11
years old. My only and most
vivid memory of the presidential election that year
was watching an episode of
“The View” where the topic of discussion was Barack
Obama. I can still remember
the women on the television
screen talking about how
amazing it was to have a
black politician run for president. Of course, at that time,
it was considered a huge step
towards racial equality in the
Oval Office.
I remember being told
that Obama running for president was so historic that
Americans should give him
their votes solely because
we’d never seen a black man
in office before. Similar to
Obama’s 2008 presidential
election, Clinton’s campaign
is backed by much female
support simply because
Americans want to see a
woman president.
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“She’s so bitter because
she’s not married.”
Recently, a faculty member appearing to be widely
held in low regard was the
topic of conversation between two female students.
Her teaching style and personality were questioned
and her ratings from other
students were held as an example of her unsatisfactory

I do not mean to convey
that I’m anti-feminism or
against furthering equality of
the U.S. presidency. In fact, I
consider myself to be a feminist and support more diversity within the White House.
However, feminism is not
just about the progress of
women, but rather, achieving
equality for both sexes. In
that right, it doesn’t guarantee a woman the presidency
simply because she’s female,
but understands that if she
is elected to office, this will
be a huge step in advancing
gender equality.
We should not place our
trust or the command of our
country in a woman whose
biggest advantage in the
presidential race is using the
fact that by electing her, we
will once again mark our history books.

performance as an educator.
All evaluations of her professional and personal character
were flavored with subtle biases in description towards
female-specific grievances.
Subtle, until it wasn’t —
“she’s so bitter because she’s
not married.”
Female professors are
evaluated more harshly than
their male peers. This is not
feminist propaganda; this
is both qualitatively and
quantitatively proven fact,
demonstrated through rigorous studies and published in
high profile scientific journals. Not only are they held
to a higher standard, but a
starkly different rhetoric is
used to describe their performance.
A Northeastern University professor, Benjamin
Schmidt, compared keywords in evaluations of both
male and female professors
using the very ubiquitous
guide ratemyprofessor.com.
His findings were striking: a
thorough review of his study
published in The Guardian
narrates that “reviews of
male professors are more
likely to include the words
‘brilliant’, ‘intelligent’ or
‘smart’ and far more likely
to contain the word ‘genius.’
Meanwhile, women are
more likely to be described
as ‘mean’, ‘harsh’, ‘unfair’

or ‘strict’ and a lot more likely to be called ‘annoying’...
Immediately recognizable
societal stereotypes emerge
— the words ‘disorganized’
or ‘unorganized’ [sic] come
up much more frequently in
women’s evaluations.”
The validity of women’s
teaching positions is stringently in question, perhaps
due to the emerging acceptance of their role in schools.
Perhaps the conditioned social reaction to stereotypically effeminate traits undercuts the impartial facts of the
quality of instruction. Perhaps male professors do not
do enough to foster a culture
of respect and equity and this
attitude is reflected in the impression they leave on their
students, who go forward
and apply the same attitude
to their female professors.
Whatever its reason, this
pervasive dichotomy is prohibitive to an effective teaching environment and damaging to students’ intellectual
growth. We know it exists.
We know it affects students
and educators, so why hasn’t
this changed? Universities
need to proactively correct
negative perceptions and behavior through a conscious,
concerted effort to change
the climate of the institutions
as a whole.
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The Devil of Hell’s Kitchen:
Social constructions
in the best of us
Sam Tracy
Contributor
Cultural norms shape perceptions. This is an unavoidable truth, but one that is
rarely acknowledged. It isn’t
important whether that lack
of acknowledgement is based
on a general unawareness or
willful ignorance or something else — but simply that
it happens.
The majority of the mainstream public is in the dark
about many prejudices that
seep into societal norms. One
of the struggles many of us
face is putting ourselves in
someone else’s shoes. Majorities have trouble sympathizing with minorities or refuse
to try. White people cannot
be the target of racism, heterosexuals do not have to live
with homophobia as part of
their daily lives and a man
cannot fathom life as a woman.
Since these harmful binaries are so ingrained into
our culture and therefore our
minds, it’s hard to be free of
them. Minorities have to fight
for their rights and majorities
have to fight the internalized
prejudices that they grew up
thinking were acceptable.

That said, finding a movie
or TV show with representation can be like looking
for a needle in a haystack.
You’d be hard-pressed to
find a show without a white
male lead with a female love
interest. Sure, there may be
side characters to give you
glimpses, but nothing will
ever remove that male lead
from his spotlight. Telling
anyone else’s story ends with
either a commercial flop or
a project that never makes it
off the ground. The key, it appears, is to represent minorities but not enough to upset
all the white men funding the
project.
Such is the case of Daredevil, a Netflix original series
created by Marvel Comics,
starring Charlie Cox as Matthew Murdock aka Daredevil. But Matt Murdock is
different in one way: Matt
Murdock is blind. The “Devil
of Hell’s Kitchen” is unapologetically disabled and fights
crime anyway.
With that in mind, think
then how different the audience’s perception of Matthew
would be if he was anyone
but a white, straight man.
Matt is a lawyer who gradu-
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ated top of his class and runs
a newly established law firm
with his best friend. Coincidentally, they’re both white,
straight and male. If Matt had
been black instead, would we
still find his backstory believable? We’d find it miraculous
he became a lawyer, wonder
how he stayed off the streets
when he aged out of his orphanage and where he found
the money for school.
If Matt had been a woman
instead, would we still accept
his crime fighting? Only if he
was wearing a fair amount of
leather and spandex, showing an impractical amount
of skin and physically overpowered by the criminals far
more often. We’d be reluctant to let her do her thing,
insisting that her stunts and
feats of strength were unbelievable. Her drive would be
crazy instead of courageous.
Her love interest would no
longer be a side plot for her
character but something that
envelops her whole life.
And heaven forbid that
Matthew, man or woman,
was anything but heterosexual. The interesting thing about
homophobia is there are
plenty of people who claim

they aren’t homophobic but
still get uncomfortable and
upset if they “have to see it.”
Can you imagine if someone
said they were not racist but
didn’t like “seeing Blacks
everywhere?” There would
be public outrage, even if
that outrage didn’t lead to
any changes in the original
behavior. People would riot,
yet there are no riots for people under the queer spectrum
who suffer from extreme
prejudice.
The answer to “if Matt
were gay” is a simple one: his
show wouldn’t have made it
off the ground. It would never
have started. Sure, there are
queer heroes. None of them
are widespread or incredibly
popular. If Matt were gay
with his show still on the air,
any romance would be erased
from the show, leaving his
sexuality implied.
The problem is not that
Matthew Murdock is straight,
white and male. There’s
nothing wrong with being
any of these things: you have
no control over what you’re
born as. The problem lies in
why we never question why
he is these things and never
anything else.

Letter to
the editor
Kali Pelletier
Contributor
Hello Young Americans
for Liberty (YAL),
My name is Kali Pelletier. I’m a third year student
at UMaine, majoring in
early childhood education
and minoring in theatre.
I’m also mentally ill.
You would not campaign for the removal of
ramps for those who are in
a wheelchair or have limited abilities that make stair
climbing difficult. You do,
however, want to remove a
very important part of my
own safety.
A trigger warning is a
very simple thing – a warning. You should be familiar with them. They’re on
every movie you’ve ever
watched. “Contains sexual
violence. Contains excessive swearing.” A trigger
warning is simply a content
warning, with the target audience being mentally ill
people. It does not require
the altering of content.
It does not suggest that
those presenting potentially “triggering” material are
uneducated, insensitive or
careless. It does give me a
good 60 seconds to think,
“Can I handle this today?”
The rest of my letter
contains information about
mental illness, eating disorders and car accident
death. (See? That’s a trigger warning – very simple.)
I drove by a crumpled
tin can that once passed for
a car, only to learn that it
killed my first boyfriend.
That experience was traumatizing enough without
me having anxiety and depression. I’m okay now.
But for the first year or so,
if I were to go into a neutral space like a classroom
and, with no warning, see
graphic images and video of vehicle crashes and
deaths, I would spiral into
panic.
I could only see the car,
imagine the blood collecting in Tyler’s stomach and
start scratching and clawing at my skin. If a teacher
let me know at the beginning of class “Hey, there’s
going to be graphic content
about car crashes,” just like
at the start of every movie,
I could get ready. I could
close my eyes, start some
coping mechanisms or simply excuse myself to go to
the bathroom.
I’m fine now. I don’t
need a trigger warning
for that, but I’m sure other people do, and I do not
want them to feel that crippling danger when it is not

needed.
I had an eating disorder,
like many women do, and
it completely dismantled
my life. I’m a happy little
chub now, but there have
been times when I’m presented with graphic images
or interviews of skeletal
dying women, and instantly I feel a cold slime ball
form inside me. Everyone
in the room appears dangerous, everyone is out to
get me, and I am fat again.
I am hideous again, and
no one will ever leave me
alone unless I am thin, so I
cannot eat.
It can take days for me
to recover from that. And I
know there are times when
I can’t escape it, especially on the internet. I avoid
it the best I can. But in a
classroom, in spaces that
should be safe, a trigger
warning of “today’s lecture will contain graphic
content about eating disorders” could spare me literal
days of starvation, terror
and self-harm. It would not
change the content of the
lecture at all.
I’m also queer. I like
to say I’m 83 percent gay,
which of course means I’m
bisexual. Safe spaces allotted for queer students, like
the RCC, are invaluable
to people like me who often benefit from even the
knowledge that a space exists where I can be safe.
Safe spaces are not radical. Trigger warnings are
not censorship. They’re
simple, non-invasive accommodations that change
my entire world experience
for the better. You would
not take away inhalers for
those with asthma. You
would not make an ill student stay in their seat instead of letting them rush
to the bathroom. Please, do
not advocate for the removal of what allows me to integrate into this university
like a healthy person.
I realize this is a very
long letter, but I hope you
read it. I hope you can see
the genuine harm you are
doing to your community
members that most need
your help and make the decision to be an ally instead.
I did not choose to be
sick.
(Also, if you happen
to believe “if you’re sick
go to a doctor” like lots
of people, I did and I do.
Getting medicated doesn’t
remove an illness, just like
having an inhaler doesn’t
mean people with asthma
don’t need to be cautious
about running.)

THUMBS

UP
DOWN

UMaine UMaine
Marching Plague
People Constant
pleasing sneezing
Snarking Parking
Comics Gin and tonics
Soccer Dirty lockers

Courtesy of Caitlyn Burman
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Diversions
Across
1. Resides
6. Draw in
10. Word of hearty concurrence
14. Like neon
15. Made cheddar better
16. Sheltered spot
17. Word with bike or
boat
18. Plug in the mouth
19. Delineated
20. Gifted child’s performance, perhaps
23. Compass heading
24. On a roll
25. Star of the rotation
28. Tang anagram
31. Tyrannous type
36. Apple or pear
38. Face-to-face exam
40. Alan Ladd classic
41. This could get you a
“TV-MA” rating
44. “Uncle!”
45. Grain storage locale

Crossword

46. Give a hand?
47. Ogles
49. Glaswegian headgear
51. Resort in the Ardennes
52. It has a wet floor
54. NASA thumbs-up
56. Construction superintendent’s nightmare
65. Auspicious
66. Wart cause, in folklore
67. Private preceptor
68. Assures, in slang
69. “Not ___ many
words”
70. Chopin piece
71. Urbane fellow
72. Dear partner?
73. Compensate

Down
1. Like a wet noodle
2. “___ out?” (dealer’s
query)
3. Kill bill?
4. Disappear gradually
5. Kind of bikini
6. Full of frills
7. Sounds of disgust
8. Arm’s length
9. Depp role
10. Current choice
11. Oliver Twist’s request
12. From now on
13. Ex-speaker’s name
21. Salami city
22. 1998 headline event
in India
25. Doctor repellent?
26. Feldman of “Stand
By Me”
27. Get melodramatic
29. Two of all fours
30. Unspoken
32. Tool repository
33. Glass squares

34. Ready for use
35. Current wizard
37. Poacher’s needs?
39. “Copacabana”
showgirl
42. Play reveille
43. Start of a Donne quote
48. Jelly ingredient
50. More malleable
53. Words before time or
another?
55. Fonda-Sutherland film
56. Libertine’s opposite
57. Wedding shower?
58. Candid
59. Wisecrack
60. Hombre’s dwelling
61. Landfill problem
62. Words with live or
give
63. Sonata finale
64. Part of a low straight

onlinecrosswords.net. Answer key located on A5

ARTICHOKE HEARTS
ASIAGO
ASPARAGUS
BACON
BANANA PEPPERS
BASIL
BELL PEPPERS
BLACK OLIVES
BROCCOLI
CRUST
EGGPLANT
FETA
GARLIC
GOAT CHEESE
GOUDA
GREEN OLIVES
GROUND BEEF
HAM
JALAPENOS
MONTEREY JACK
MOZZARELLA
MUSHROOMS
OLIVE OIL
ONIONS

Word Search: Pizza

XKCD

OYSTERS
PARMESAN
PEPPERONI
PROVOLONE
RICOTTA
SALAMI
SAUSAGE
SHRIMP
SPINACH
TOMATO SAUCE
TOMATOES
ZUCCHINI

By Randall Munroe

puzzles.ca. Answer key located on A5

Sudoku
Each row, column and 3x3 square must have numbers 1 - 9 in any order, but each digit can only
appear once. There is only one correct answer.
Difficulty level: Easy
xkcd.com

Cyanide & Happiness

By Dave McElfatrick
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Word Scramble: The Beach
1. OSILSF

3. LOTEEKSN
4. ORVIERANC
5. RTSAIICS
6. AUORSDPO

7. RECATRIPTSO
8. YRANONTUASURS
9. URSAUSAAPTO
explosm.net
10. CDOSUOILPD

1. FOSSIL 2. JURASSIC 3. SKELETON 4.
CARNIVORE 5. TRIASSIC 6. SAUROPOD
7. TRICERATOPS 8. TYRANNOSAURUS
9. APATOSAURUS 10. DIPLODOCUS

2. SARCIUJS
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Meet Our International Students: Yameen Mir
Molly Joyce
Contributor
The first time Yameen
Mir saw himself on screen,
he was at a cinema with
his family in New Delhi,
India. “My mom is an actress,” Mir said, which is
one of the many reasons
he wishes to break into the
family business.
Currently a first-year
theater student at the University of Maine, Mir had
previously lived in Los
Angeles California for
six years with his family. While living in L.A.
may have additionally influenced Mir’s interest in
breaking into the Hollywood scene, his pursuits
for the big screen began
long before moving to the
United States.
When in middle school,
Mir took a mass communications course at his New
Delhi school. “The teachers said I was very coachable to they sent me to the
local radio station,” Mir
said. “I went for auditions
for a couple of TV ads, and
worked with a Bollywood
actress.”
But radio and television
advertisements were only
just the beginning for this
rising performer. Mir also
broke into the New Dehli modeling industry, and
placed second runner up

in “Mr. Delhi,” an annual
pageant competition held
in his country’s capital
city.
When Mir set his sights
on coming the the University of Maine, he intended to study new media. “I
didn’t know there was such
thing as a theater major in
America,” Mir said. “But
in my first day of New Media class, my professor said
that if you are interesting
in acting, you should not
be studying new media.”
Not long after that, Mir
switched majors to theater,
a choice he is happy to
have made. “I make every
person laugh in my acting
classes,” Mir energetically
said, “I talk with a lot of
humor.”
After completing his
theater degree at the University of Maine, Mir
hopes to go to the New
York City Film Academy
to continue his pursuits of
becoming an actor. “I want
to get into Hollywood and
Bollywood,” Mir said, “but
I want to break into Hollywood first. From there
Bollywood, will be no
problem.”
But in the meantime,
Mir is enjoying his time in
Maine. “I’m not having a
hard time adjusting culturally because I’ve already
lived in the States,” Mir
said of the transition, but

First-year theater student Yameen Mir, whose mother was an actress, aspires to become an actor. Molly Joyce, Contributor

confirms that culturally,
Maine is still a very different way of life than living
in L.A. “I love the nature,”
Mir said of his new home
state. “I’ve been to Bar
Harbor, and was just sitting
next to the ocean and it was

just beautiful.”
While Mir is not pursuing his acting career, he
spends his time playing
soccer and working out.
“I have played soccer all
of my life,” Mir said. “My
grandfather, who is seven-

ty, has been playing soccer
all his life. My father plays
soccer and cricket, so it’s
kind of a hereditary thing.”
Having played soccer
for over a decade, Mir
worked his way up to a
national league, and was

able to travel to the U.S.
for a soccer tournament in
Cleveland, Ohio. But despite Mir’s own successful
soccer career, he humbly
admits that his 13-year-old
brother “is the best in the
family.”

Camden International Film Festival:
through the eyes of a student

The Camden International Film Festival is held annually at
designated locations in Camden and Rockport, Maine.

Hannah Noriega
Contributor
One of Maine’s many cultural highlights took place
recently at locations in both
Camden and Rockport, Maine.
The Camden International
Film Festival (CIFF) celebrated its 12th year this past week.
Originally developed in
2005, CIFF is one of very few
existing small town festivals
featuring documentaries. This
year, the festival has been com-

Ashley Sarra
Contributor

bined with the Points North Institute, a collaborative teaching
institute that pairs mentors and
filmmakers.
The festival took place over
the course of four days. This
year they screened over 35 feature films, more than 20 short
films and more than ten Storyforms. A short consisted of
any film under approximately
35 minutes, whereas a feature
averaged 90 minutes. After
each feature film there was also
an open question and answer

Hannah Noriega, Contributor

session with the director, which
was very useful, especially
when trying to learn new techniques.
This was the first time Storyforms had ever been showcased at the Camden festival.
Storyforms are interactive and
immersive media. In this way,
the festival sets out to present
new technologies to the public.
Certain films were presented
through interactive virtual reality systems, while others were
through non-linear films. Here

the audience would have the
ability to determine the next
part of the story by popular
vote.
On opening night on Sept.
15, the feature chosen to kickstart the festival was “RATS”
directed by Morgan Spurlock.
Spurlock is best known for his
popular documentary “Supersize Me” detailing the hazards
of the McDonald’s restaurant
chain and the fast food industry
in general.
Originally inspired by the
New York Times bestseller
“RATS” by Robert Sullivan,
this film details the growing
epidemic the rat population
poses in New York City as well
as other major cities around
the world. This documentary
shocked everyone with scenes
of hundreds of rats crawling
through sewers and in and out
of garbage bags. Even worse
than this were the disease ridden body parts viewers were
exposed to and the gruesome
ways other countries attempt to
eradicate the rat threat.
Other films that were showcased consisted of topics such
as the United States’ secret nuclear mishaps, which actually
occurred on U.S. soil, as well
as a story about autism and
how one young man and his
family overcame the difficulties the condition causes within
a family. There was also a film

that discussed bird movements
and another featuring color
guard teams, along with a movie that attempts to answer the
question, “What makes someone truly happy?”
One of the most intriguing
films dealt with a controversial
topic here in the States. “National Bird” directed by Sonia
Kennebeck followed three
characters who were deemed
‘whistleblowers’ after they described their experiences working with unmanned military
drones. For those who had little
to no knowledge of what the
drone program was before this,
they may have found the mental toll that this program has on
workers very interesting. They
only have a series of unclear
images from the drones to determine whether or not to pull
the trigger. The film also made
audience members aware of
how many innocents are at risk
through this program and what
kind of mistakes have been
made with the use of these
drones before.
Other films included, but
were not limited to, dealing
with immigrants, watching
people attempting a high dive,
a 360-degree tour of Chernobyl
today and rebellious uprisings.
However, these are not the
only topics explored by these
filmmakers, including closer
to home settings and events

from the shooting in Newtown,
Conn. to the life of television
writer and producer Norman
Lear.
One of the Storyforms also
discussed the Maribor uprisings. The people of Maribor,
a city in Slovenia, revolted
against their area’s elected official. As an audience member
I was able to vote at certain
points in the film as if I were
a filmmaker on the scene of
Maribor. I could choose to interview people to learn more,
leave the peaceful protestors
to follow violent ones, watch
secret footage taken by police,
or to follow certain characters
around. This type of film experience was very informative
in that it showed us how one
chooses to perceive a story.
Each decision we made determined what parts of the film we
would be allowed to see. Each
decision created a new story.
The collection of films
gathered over the past year for
this festival succeeded in impressing audience members.
The wide variety of genres
and styles truly captured the
essence of the documentary
style in both fun and innovative ways. It also allowed us to
have a great insight into the art
of filming.

Students celebrate Eid-Ul-Adha at
Orono Methodist Church

On Saturday, Sept. 24, the
South Asian Association of
Maine (SAAM) celebrated
Eid-Ul-Adha with games and
food at the Orono Methodist
Church from 6 to 9 p.m. EidUl-Adha, also known as the
“Sacrifice Feast,” is celebrated
worldwide and is considered
one of the more holy religious
events for those celebrating
the Muslim faith. This was
the organization’s second time
hosting this event.
When discussing Eid-UlAdha, SAAM explained that
their event was meant to celebrate the fact that on this night,
“no matter who you are, you

have each other, and all differences are dispelled so everyone is equal in society.” EidUl-Adha is occasionally called
the Sacrifice Feast because it
commemorates Allah’s order
to sacrifice an animal instead
of the prophet Abraham’s son.
SAAM ran into scheduling issues, ultimately having
to celebrate Eid-Ul-Adha
later than expected, during
parent-student weekend. At 6
p.m., turnout was fairly low,
but by 7:30 p.m., the event
was lively and full of people
talking, eating and having
fun. The event was full of students but also professors and
local South Asian families.
“We have a lot of families
that come from the surround-

ing areas because it’s the only
Asian organization in, I’d say,
the middle part of Maine. We
have a large gathering of families and faculty [that celebrate
with us],” Shirly Stephen, the
vice president of SAAM, explained. Children ran around
with balloons. People joked
about the food and students
talked with previous teachers.
Although this was a religious holiday for some organizers and attendees, the event
welcomed everyone. “I have
a lot of friends that are Indian. You always see a part of a
different culture and you can
come together and socialize
with great food,” an undergraduate at the University of
Maine said. Complete with

delicious food such as chicken
curry, vegetable cutlets, daal
and more, people came together to talk with one another
and play games. Winners for
the child’s, men’s and women’s rounds of musical chairs
each received an unique prize,
while those who participated
were offered ice cream.
Like the attendants, many
of the organizers felt as though
sharing culture is important.
“We are a SAAM organizing
event, and we wish to share
out joys and meet other people
from here as well,” a graduate
student who helped organize
the event said. “It helps us feel
better away from home.”
“Our [SAAM’s] objective
is to share our culture. We like

to collaborate with others,”
Stephen said. SAAM has been
known to collaborate with the
University of Maine Multicultural Center and other cultural
groups on campus, and they
plan to host two international coffee hours this year, one
each semester. They are also
officially recognized by the
University of Maine’s Student
Government, which helps
fund their organization. “We
really appreciate their help in
organizing this event,” Stephen said.
SAAM represents countries located in the South
Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC),
otherwise known separately
as Afghanistan, Bangladesh,

Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka.
Food from all of these backgrounds, not just Indian, was
present. In addition, Eid-UlAdha is not the only celebrations that SAAM puts on.
The Color Festival will occur
outside on Oct. 1, weather
permitting. As for potluck
events, Diwali, the Festival of
Lights, is put on by SAAM in
November. Everyone, regardless of background, is encouraged to come to these events
that are put on by SAAM,
who have a Facebook page
with updates on all upcoming
SAAM events happening on
and around the University of
Maine campus.
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Amber Sparks electrifies audience
during New Writing Series

Amber Sparks reads from her book of short stories, The Unfinished World, for the New Writing Series on Thursday.

Ashley Sarra
Contributor
“Amber Sparks has always had an interest for horror,” University of Maine
professor Gregory Howard
said when introducing the
prolific writer to the New
Series Writing reading on
Thursday, Sept. 22, “...but
Amber Sparks doesn’t write
horror. Or does she?”
Sparks writes somewhere
in between the realms of several genres, dabbling in the
strange, eerie, and mythical.
During the event, she read
three pieces from her newest
collection of short stories,
enthralling her audience with
the tales of space janitors,
time travelers and criminals.
Sparks has currently written
two books; “May We Shed
These Human Bodies” and
her newer work, “The Un-

finished World and Other
Stories”. She also co-wrote
“The Desert Places” and her
works have made appearances on National Public Radio
and in anthologies.
Although originally from
the Midwestern United
States, Sparks currently lives
in Washington D.C. with
her family. Despite being
far away from home, Sparks
assured her audience that it
was exciting to be in the state
of Maine.
When the first people
began arriving at the event,
the man running stage crew
reminded guests to set their
cameras to manual, stating
that the atmosphere the dark
gray walls with the lighting
on the author created was
perfect for putting all the attention on the reader. “People
aren’t supposed to know I’m
here,” he mentioned further.

Professors, students, and
others all gathered, sitting
down in chairs ready to hear
Sparks read. Once Sparks
arrived at the podium, everything was quiet. The lighting
was perfect. When she read,
everyone’s eyes were on her.
During
the
question-and-answer portion of
the reading, Amber Sparks
fielded questions about her
editing process, character
creation, and life experiences. Sparks had been an actor
before pursuing a career in
fiction, telling a humorous
story about learning how to
read in front of an audience
as an author and not as an
actor. “I still think readings
shouldn’t be boring and I still
try to be expressive when
reading my stories. I try to
avoid poets’ voice,” Sparks
said, “however, I am really
good at reading to children

now.”
Another fascinating thing
about Sparks is how her
love of horror and mystery
followed her in her writing.
For her short story “Janitor
in Space” Sparks answered
a question on inspiration for
characters by discussing how
her opening piece for her collection had once been a story
about the accomplice surrounding the Charlie Starkweather killings, but later
revised the story to its completely fictional life, about a
person doing something so
terrible, the character felt the
need to attone for the rest of
her life.
Sparks also went into
depth about how she worked
as a storyteller, discussing
her own writing process.
“There are some writers that
like to write and there are
writers that like to edit. I’m

Maggie Gautrau, Photo Editor

one of the writers that loves
to edit. Most of what I consider my style is in the editing,” Sparks explained. Other things Sparks mentioned
about her writing included
her drive to give female
characters voices, especially considering how many of
the extremely old fairy tales
and related tales were brutal,
scary, and told by women
themselves.
Attendees of the New
Writing Series continued to
talk with Amber Sparks even
after the event. Many students talked with her about
how they appreciated the
way her writing embraced
the obscure, kept information
from the reader and grappled
with the of time as a character in her stories. “I’m so
happy that “Thirteen Ways of
Destroying a Painting” was
read,” one student mentioned

during the reading. “It’s one
of my favorites.”
The New Writing Series
at the University of Maine
takes place every Thursday
in Stewart Commons, at the
University of Maine at 4:30
p.m. and is free to the public. The New Writing Series
officially began in the fall
of 1999, and is currently
co-sponsored by the English
Department in the University of Maine and the National
Poetry Foundation. The New
Writing Series’ purpose is to
appreciate the new spectrum
of contemporary writing
pieces while emphasizing
their unique writing styles
that may still be largely unknown. Previous attendees
have been those such as Michael Clune, and future writers include Trevor Joyce and
Rion Amilcar Scott.

Financial Aid Office promotes
awareness of aid proration
Aliya Uteuova
Staff Writer
This fall the University
of Maine adopted a financial aid proration policy.
To prorate means to proportionally divide something. If you have certain
types of financial aid and
take less than 15 credits per
semester, you will receive
less aid based on that enrollment level. This news
was received with mixed
feelings from students.
“If you have financial
aid and [are] applying for
study abroad, you have
to take at least 15 credits
abroad, which isn’t recommended,”
third-year
student Maryam Kashkooli said. “You are there to
take a few classes and experience studying abroad.
Financial aid is necessary,
but you’re ruining their experience.”
Kashkooli is planning
to study abroad in Austria
next spring.
Financial aid proration

does not affect all students
with financial aid, only
those with certain types of
aid, generally university
merit and need-based aid.
However, even within that
subgroup, there are some
forms of aid that are not
subject to proration and
some that are. There are
also differences for continuing students and firstyear students.
Continuing students on
a merit scholarship signed
a contract with the university — as long as they
maintain 12 credits per
semester, they can keep
their scholarship at the full
amount.
“We’re not going back
on that,” Sarah Doheny,
director of financial aid,
said. “We didn’t feel like
we could go back on our
word to students.”
If you are a first-year
student this fall, then the
same type of aid is subject
to proration when you take
less than 15 credits.
Several students con-

fused financial aid proration with UMaine’s new
Flagship Match program.
Starting this fall, qualified
out-of-state first-years pay
the same tuition and fee
rate as their home state’s
flagship institution.
“They are not related
except that flagship scholarship is a type of aid that
gets prorated,” Doheny explained. “It’s very easily
misinterpreted or misunderstood.”
So why was financial
aid proration implemented
at UMaine? It is a common
practice in higher education to prorate aid.
“UMaine is a little behind on the game, I would
say, having not done that
previously,” Doheny said.
“Believe it or not it is a
more equitable distribution
of aid to students.”
In the past, if a student
enrolled for 15 credits and
dropped out of five, the
federal government reduced the student’s aid.
The state of Maine reduced

the aid based on that enrollment level, UMaine did
not.
Let’s say two students
filled out the Free Application for Federal Student
Aid (FAFSA) and their
financial standing is the
same. If student A takes
15 credits at UMaine and
student B takes 10, both
of them could be receiving
the same amount of university gift aid, when student
B is paying for five more
credits.
“That’s not really equitable, and not the best use
of our aid. As a public institution, we have a limited amount of aid for a lot
of students,” Doheny explained.
The Office of Financial Aid is also trying to
partner with the Think 30
Initiative. Think 30 is an
initiative that encourages
students to complete 30
credits per year. Graduating in four years, saving
money and reducing debt
are the intended benefits of

this initiative. In the past
UMaine did not have institutional aid offered for
students taking summer
courses.
“We want to find a way
to rectify that,” Doheny
said. The financial aid office is promoting taking
30 credits throughout the
year. If your aid was reduced in the fall semester,
but you plan to take summer courses, you can use
the prorated aid toward
summer term’s tuition and
fees. Winter session, for
academic and financial aid
purposes, is part of spring
semester. There isn’t financial aid specifically offered
for winter term, but your
spring aid can apply to it.
Any aid that is reduced in
fall or spring semesters
can be put toward summer
term.
“We wanted to make
some aid available to students who choose to take
summer courses. We didn't
have additional funding
for that, so this [proration]

helped us do that,” Doheny
shared.
If you are continuing
student and think that your
financial aid will be prorated for next semester, you
are encouraged to talk to
the financial aid office at
Wingate Hall.
“It’s really important for
students to come and talk
to the financial aid office
so we can do the math,”
Doheny said. “We can look
at their specific financial
aid award and determine if
they have an aid that’s subject to proration, and determine what the amount will
be based on their enrollment. We don't want them
making academic decisions without understanding what it [proration] actually means for them.”
Every student’s financial aid package is unique.
If you have questions
about financial aid proration, please call the Office
of Financial Aid at 207581-1324.
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Album Review: “Negatives” by the Girl
and The Dreamcatcher

Film Review: A baby causes trouble

Restaurant Review: Giacomos:

in “The Light Between Oceans”

Bangor’s best-kept secret

Tumblr

Empire

Hannah Noriega
Contributor
A new pop duo is is
quickly battling their way
up the charts with familiar
faces but an otherwise unfamiliar sound. Dove Cameron and Ryan McCartan
are best known for their
roles on television. Cameron’s newest success on
the entertainment scene is
“Liv & Maddie” — a popular Disney Channel original show in which Cameron plays both of the main
characters, who are twins.
McCartan also appears
on the show as the character Diggie. McCartan
will also appear as Brad in
Fox’s television remake of
the Rocky Horror Picture
Show.
The duo first began by
posting covers on a YouTube channel in 2014, then
they officially announced
their band the following
year. Their debut extended play “Negatives” was
released July 29, 2016. It
includes six original songs
totalling approximately 20
minutes. “Negatives” is
said to illustrate as camera
negatives would the struggles in the duo’s (now an
engaged couple) relationship as well as the positives.
This isn’t to say that the
album is filled with more
sap than our local maples.
Rather, the two have taken
their music and put an electronic/contemporary spin
on it. The intro to “Negatives” — the song “Make
You Stay” — certainly
reaches out to those in the
friendzone, starting off
with both voices coming
off in a jazzy manner with a
steady pulsing backbeat. It
continues with a back and
forth from each singer, presenting both sides of their
longing. This song can
serve as a confidence boost
in any moment.
Its follow up “Glowing
In The Dark” serves as
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more of a sexy thriller. The
official music video is on
point in setting this to the
tale of a ghostly encounter.
This single also happens
to focus more on McCartan’s deep vocals, giving
it a dark, tense feel. To add
to this darkness, there are
several areas in which the
vocals are paused and the
background is full of a low
base beat.
“Gladiator” is introduced with a running water-like sound effect, coupled with the two singers
harmonizing. This song is
pure encouragement and
support tailored for your
day. A very welcoming factor is that a large portion
of the song does not focus
on the song’s effects. Their
natural ranges are truly
prominent.
Cue the spanish guitar,
poet snapping and the electric bass guitar then finish
with claims of independence! “My Way” captures
the essence of aggravation
and empowerment when
making a decision to better
yourself or do something
your own way. This song
describes how we experience our individuality and
choose to pursue it through
our decisions.
“Cry Wolf” is probably
my least favorite single
on the album. The sound
seems reminiscent of early
2000’s female pop artists.
Though a nice taste of the
past, I appreciate the more
modern work that you encounter with their first few
songs.
Read the rest at
maincampus.com

Nathaniel Trask
Culture Editor
Filmmaker Derek Cianfrance does all he can to
turn M.L. Stedman’s 2012
novel “The Light Between
Oceans” into a beautifully
reconstructed film adaptation of the same name. This
2016 film, starring Michael
Fassbender and Alicia Vikander, has all of the values as a
powerfully romantic period
drama; one that fills you with
despair and loneliness at the
beginning, but will have you
cheering right until the very
end. Led by a strong cast and
crafty cinematography, the
unknown Cianfrance lets the
story run wild and will make
you consider reading Stedman’s novel for more gripping details … if you haven’t
already.
Set in post-World War I
Australia, the story sheds
light on the life of war veteran Tom Sherbourne (Fassbender), who is hired as a
lightkeeper of a lighthouse
on Janus Rock, a fictitious island off the coast of Western
Australia. Fassbender does
a wonderful job of exuding
the loneliness a war veteran
might experience after returning home from the front.
Some might say Sherbourne
had a form of post-traumatic
stress disorder and the job
was to help regain his sense
of self. Nevertheless, when
he is coupled — and married
— to the young Isabel Graysmark (Vikander), the chemistry between Fassbender and
Vikander begins to flourish
and both feed off one another’s expressions and impulses. When an infant arrives at
Janus Rock in an adrift dinghy, the story takes a sharp
turn and eventually brings the
mother of the baby Hannah
Roennfeldt (Rachel Weisz)
into the mix. This creates a
tug-and-pull type scenario
between the three of them,
leading to a dramatic conclusion of the story.
“The Light Between
Oceans” brings a careful mix

Giacomo’s
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to the big screen, but it also
has a sense of family. Over
the span of a few years, you
see the two main characters
blossom in love and unity
and that made their unfortunate – and perhaps unlikely – situation even harder to
swallow.
Thankfully, the story was
shot in Western Australia, so
this offered some fantastic
views for camera operators to
play around with. What you
also get is a romance story
that’s unparalleled by others,
considering that Fassbender
and Vikander became a real
life couple during shooting
and as they experience the
wondrous nature and unforgivingness of their Edenic
island, they seem to build
stronger relationships in and
out of character.
What you get from this
film is a sense of family and
that’s something special considering the trailers for the
film make you enter the theater expecting to be view a
Nicholas Sparks-type romantic drama. It’s true that “The
Light Between Oceans” is
romantic, but it’s much more
than that. It’s adventurous,
thrilling and sublime in many
ways. It makes you wish you
were born in a different time
period, where lighthouses
were necessary for seafaring
pursuits and life, in general,
was slower than it is today.
Cianfrance, who is now
42, has only come onto the
Hollywood scene in the last
six years, so let’s hope we
can see more of his skills in
action in the future. Right
now, let’s marvel at his latest
creation, which is certainly
his greatest thus far.

Taryn Carrie Lane
Staff Writer
Seriously, why did no one
tell me about this place until
now?
Giacomo’s is downright
incredible.
If you have never been to
this place, I highly suggest
going immediately. I’m not
kidding. Drop everything
you’re doing and head to 1
Central Street in Bangor right
now. Don’t even read this review. Just go.
I was impressed right
away, before I even entered
Giacomo’s. The restaurant is
located right in the heart of
downtown and the foot traffic going in and out of this
place told me that I was in
for a treat. Giacomo’s has an
outdoor seating area as well
where patrons were munching away.
The sarcastic paintings on
the windows of the restaurant
alerted me to the slow-speed
WiFi, encouraged me to talk
with my companion (instead
of being on my cell phone)
and made me giggle. Also,
someone in the restaurant had
painted a guide to parallel
parking on the window for
those attempting to park up
close. I chortled at that one.
Inside the restaurant, the
décor was trendy. The menu
was plastered in chalkboard
form on the far wall (a nice
touch) and a large mural of
the 1937 killing of Al Brady,
Public Enemy No. 1, reminded me that I was not, in fact,
in a big city, like the restaurant made me feel. I was definitely in Bangor, Maine.
Giacomo’s, which accompanies its title with “fancy
coffee & things on bread”
smelled like a bakery. Hungry people munched and
chatted with their neighbors.
The food selection included
pizzas, salads, sandwiches
and much, much more. According to the menu, Giacomo’s is good for breakfast,
lunch, coffee and drinks.
I ordered a caprese salad,
which was described on the
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chalk wall as “medallions of
fresh mozzarella, roma tomato and basil leaves served
with grilled focaccia.” Meal
selections on another sign
were accompanied with the
phrase “from the dirty, dirty
ground, as local as we can,
as often as we can,” to draw
customers’ attention to the
freshness of the food they
were ordering.
The roma tomatoes were
so crisp, I had to use a knife
to cut through them. I could
tell that they were as fresh as
could be. The sign wasn’t lying. With the creamy mozzarella, crisp basil, arugula, focaccia and just a hint of olive
oil, this salad boasted flavor
like a confetti popper in my
mouth.
I’m telling you, this salad
was so incredibly tasty.
I spent so long savoring
each morsel (something I
rarely ever do), that I became
full from eating half of this
delicious masterpiece, so
lucky me got to take some
home to enjoy later.
I paired my salad with
a Maine Root Maple Lemonade, which was basically
just lemonade sweetened
with Maine-harvested maple
syrup, which was tangy and
delicious. This was a hard
choice. The maple lemonade narrowly beat out a cup
of Coffee By Design (CBD)
coffee, which is my absolute favorite Portland coffee
roaster. CBD is harder to find
the farther north you go, so
finding it tucked in this little
restaurant gives Giacomo’s
bonus points in my book.

Read the rest at
maincampus.com
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Students embrace volunteering as a way of life

go!
What’s happening in
and around Orono
this week
Wednesday, Sept. 28
CareerFest
11 a.m. — 3 p.m.
University Malll
Free
Thursday, Sept. 29
New Writing Series
Fall 2016: Trevor
Joyce
4:30 p.m. — 5:30 p.m.
A.P.P.E Space, IMRC,
Stewart Commons
Free
Saturday, Oct. 1

Devin Byrne (left) and co-worker Douglas Lally (right) pose with a Mongolian family.

Aliya Uteuova
Staff Writer
Volunteering is giving
up your own time to help
other people. That is how
Alex Wilson, a fourth-year
at the University of Maine,
describes volunteering. For
Wilson, seeing other people
smile is one single reason to
volunteer.
People choose to volunteer for many of reasons.
Some feel obliged to give
back to the community, while
others want to develop new
skills and gain knowledge.
Regardless of the reasons,
what unites volunteers from
all over the world are efforts
to positively impact people
around them. There are hundreds of UMaine students
who travel across the world
and the U.S. to fulfill that
goal.
Wilson has been part of
Alternative Breaks (AB)
since her sophomore year.
AB is a non-profit, volunteer, student-led organization
that promotes community
involvement. UMaine students spend a week of their
vacations in service to others.
During her first year in AB,
Wilson traveled to New York

City to volunteer at the Terence Cardinal Cooke Health
Care Center. With her group,
Wilson spent a week interacting with HIV and AIDS
patients. In her second year
at AB, Wilson travelled to
Lignum, VA, to work with
abused and neglected children. Wilson worked on a
talent show with children,
helped them with gardening,
built a gazebo and more.
“Volunteering makes you
realize how many social issues there are in the world,”
Wilson said.
After graduating high
school in 2013, Devin Byrne
did not plan to go to college.
It wasn’t until he travelled to
Mongolia that he decided to
earn a bachelor’s degree in
wildlife ecology.
Byrne, a second-year
at UMaine, volunteered in
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia’s capital city and also the coldest
capital in the world.
“Between the two years I
had off, I’ve been working a
lot of labor,” Byrne shared.
“In Mongolia, I was inspired
by zoologists, environmentalists and ecologists. I was
interested and passionate
about ecology, and a degree
in that would open up more

doors, while still allowing me
to travel and leave a positive
impact,” Byrne added.
In January 2015, Byrne
embarked on a journey to
Mongolia as a volunteer of
the Mongolian Bankhar Project. The goal of this non-profit, non-governmental organization is to reinstitute the
bankhar dog as a livestock
protection dog for the nomadic people of Mongolia.
Bankhar dogs can be found
in Mongolia, Tibet, Kazakhstan, China, Siberia and other
parts of Central Asia. These
dogs have been companions
and guardians of nomadic
people’s livestock, protecting
them from wolves and snow
leopards for centuries.
“I was completely blown
away,” Byrne said about his
first impression of Mongolia.
“It’s nothing like I’d seen before.”
Not only is Mongolia
the most sparsely populated
country in the world, Ulaanbaatar is also one of the
world’s most polluted cities.
“Which is part of the reason why I was attracted to
Mongolia. That’s more interesting to me than a tropical
beach,” Byrne added.
During his time in Mon-

Devin Byrne

golia, Byrne searched for,
trained and took care of
bankhar dogs; he also interacted with Mongolian families and embraced the Mongolian culture. As nomadic
people, Mongolians get their
food directly from their livestock. Byrne got to try animal intestines, as well as help
cook traditional dishes for
Mongolian lunar new year
called Tsagaan Sar.
“I am really glad I took
time off. It [volunteering] really inspired me. People are
friendly everywhere, even
if they don’t speak the same
language. They laugh at you,
and put a smile on your face,”
Byrne shared.
When things would go
awry for Byrne, such as his
truck breaking down in the
middle of the countryside,
that was the most exciting
time for him.
“You meet the most interesting people and find hospitality and generosity when
the environment you’re in is
unfriendly toward you.”
Byrne returned to Mongolia this summer to see the
progress of his work there.
This past spring semester,
third-year student Stephanie
McAvoy studied abroad in

Sevilla, Spain. Along with
taking classes, McAvoy
volunteered as an English
language instructor at a local primary school. Once a
week, McAvoy taught English to second grade students through interactive
games and videos.
“It was a very shocking
experience, in a sense that
their teaching style is completely different than it is in
America,” McAvoy shared.
“Kids are very well behaved,
they all listen, and teachers
are very stern. I was in awe
of the whole situation.”
McAvoy decided to volunteer because she wanted to
make the most of her time in
Spain.
“That’s the kind of a person I am. I was intrigued to
do it, because I wanted to
learn more about the culture
and get a better understanding of the locals. When is the
next time I’m going to be in
Sevilla, Spain teaching English to second graders?”
“I would absolutely recommend it [volunteering],”
Byrne shared. “It will change
your perspective, and open
your view of what’s out there
in the world. If you’re given
the opportunity to volunteer,

Cadenzato Faculty
Chamber Music
Concert
7:30 p.m. — 9:30 p.m.
Minsky Recital Hall
$9 or free with student
MaineCard
Sunday, Oct. 2
Murder on the Nile
4 p.m. — 6 p.m.
Collins Center for the
Arts
$25 - $30

you have the opportunity that
not everyone gets to experience, so take advantage of
that.”
If you would like to volunteer, but can’t commit your
time or finances to travel
abroad, there are plenty of
ways you can volunteer in
your own community. The
Bodwell Center for Service
and Volunteerism is right
here on campus. Every week,
they plan community service
projects where you can volunteer. For more information,
please visit their website or
call the Bodwell Center at
207-581-3091.

New business brings “escape artists” to Bangor
Hannah Noriega
Contributor
The growing trend of
escape rooms is here. The
city of Bangor has caught
on with the fever of horror seeping into this start
to fall. On Sept. 22, the
Bangor Escape Room hosted their grand opening at
their location on Hammond
Street.
An escape room is a
puzzle box large enough
to fit as many as ten people inside it. You and your

friends enter into a room
supporting an immersive
storyline. As you and your
friends become part of the
story, you must all work as
a team to figure out how to
escape the room you have
entered either by finding a
key or passcode that opens
the exit.
Each team is given just
one hour to escape before
the big bosses or other
characters come bursting
in. Bangor Escape currently has three rooms, which
vary from the office of a

former world traveler to a
haunted high school locker
room.
I had the opportunity,
along with three of my
friends, to be locked in the
High Stakes room, which
is designed as a gambling
room for mobsters. We
soon realized our group
bravado would not be
enough to get us out because we were not the super sleuths we thought we
were. I will not reveal any
aspects of the room, but I
will say that the clues and

secrets are switched up
every three weeks in each
room to keep you guessing. We were able to find
items very quickly, but
considering our group was
so small it was very difficult to avoid us all getting
stuck on one idea or another. We made it just shy of
the escape door before falling victim to the mob boss
waiting outside.
This program is run by
a masterful group who are
quite the escape artists
themselves. This friend-

ly, fun and energetic team
helps you move through
your room as best they can,
given you only get three
hints. Sometimes though,
if you really need it, they
can be heard giving a few
extra hints in order to get
things moving as was the
case with my group.
I would definitely recommend trying out one of
their challenging rooms,
especially with Halloween
coming up. This would
surely serve as a thrilling
holiday experience and is

a great activity for you and
your friends to enjoy together. That is, if you don’t
drive each other mad trying to get out. Admittedly,
there was more than one
disagreement between my
group, but in the end we
were able to make amends.
If you are interested in
taking your chances with
60 minutes, you can find
the Bangor Escape Room
at 1528 Hammond Street
in Bangor, ME and you can
book a room through their
webpage.

Sports
Women’s Hockey
Women split weekend series
The Women split the home
opener searies against RPI

9/23
9/24
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UMAINE RESULTS

Men’s Cross Country vs. UNH
Women’s Cross Country vs. UNH
Football vs. JMU
Field Hockey @ Nartheastern
Women’s Hockey vs. RPI

Win
Loss
Loss
Win
Loss

47-16
39-22
31-20
4-3
3-1

Soccer
Black Bears shutout UVM
The women shutout
UVM 2-0 in
Sunday’s game

Conference scores, standings and upcoming schedule on B4

B5

Football falls to JMU in a battle to the end
Spencer Bergholtz
Staff Writer
The University of Maine
football
home
opener
was spoiled on Saturday
afternoon at the hands of
the No. 7 James Madison
University (JMU) Dukes,
with a final score of 31-20.
The Black Bears drop to 0-3
overall on the young season,
as the Dukes improve to 3-1.
The
Maine
defense
couldn’t stop the JMU
running game the entire
game. It was two long
touchdown runs by fourthyear running back Khalid
Abdullah and third-year
running
back
Cardon
Johnson that ultimately
propelled the Dukes to
victory.
“Both of them are really
good running backs. I have
a lot of respect for them, but
we have to come out here
and make plays. There was
a couple times we had them
wrapped up and then didn’t
finish the tackles,” Maine’s
second-year
linebacker
Sterling Sheffield said.
“Each week we just

come out here and try to
get better. I think we have
put the nation on notice
we at least have a decent
backfield. It’s always a
competition between us
and that’s what pushes us
to excel,” Johnson said.
Abdullah ran loose for
a career-high 174 yards on
22 carries and plugged in
two touchdowns. Johnson
scampered for 110 yards
and a touchdown on 13
carries.
“I just think score. When
you get some daylight you
just want to run hard, dig
your feet in the ground, put
some power in the dirt and
just try to get to the end
zone,” Johnson said.
Maine’s offense was
able to muster up a good
number of yards through
the air, but a couple illadvised throws by fourthyear quarterback Dan
Collins really did the Black
Bears in on Saturday.
Collins completed 13-of22 passes for 238 yards
and three interceptions.
“I wouldn’t say it’s
a mental thing. I didn’t

The Black Bears fell to JMU 31-20 in a close matchup

execute at all in the second
half. I just got to execute a
lot better and make the plays
down the stretch,” Collins
said. “They were coming
after us all game. Our
offensive line did a pretty
good job of sticking with

them.”
None
of
Collins’
interceptions were as crucial
as the last one he threw, when
he hurried it to third-year
wide receiver Jared Osumah
into double coverage around
the 50-yard line with the
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game coming to a close and
the Black Bears down just
four. The very next play
was when Johnson took it
52 yards to the house and
sealed the deal for the James
Madison Dukes.
“Jared had his man beat,

but I didn’t put it out there
far enough,” Collins said.
Maine’s
second-year
running back Darian DavisRay led the Black Bears in
rushing with 52 yards and
See Football B5

Field hockey splits weekend on the road
Marcus Caliendo
Contributor
No. 19 University of
Maine
extended
their
winning
streak
against
Northeastern University to
four games, coming away
with an exciting 4-3 overtime
victory
on
fourth-year
midfielder Sydney Veljacic’s
first goal of the year. The
Black Bears improved to 7-2,
while the Huskies dropped to
4-4.
The Huskies opened the
scoring 14:55 in, as redshirt
third-year forward Jamie
Bartucca put one in to
take the 1-0 lead. This was
Bartucca’s third goal on the
season.
About three and a half

minutes later at 18:26,
second-year back Samantha
Wagg tied it up at 1-1,
assisted by first-year forward
Brianna Ricker and secondyear back Ella Mosky. This
was Wagg’s sixth goal on the
season.
Northeastern
would
take the lead right back
at 19:50 of the half, as
second-year forward Laura
MacLachlan scored to make
it 2-1, assisted by fourth-year
midfielder Natalie Stewart
and second-year forward
June Curry-Lindahl. This
was MacLachlan’s fourth
goal on the season.
The
scoring
would
continue at 24:43 of the half,
as second-year midfielder
Lydia Gavner scored to tie

the game again, assisted by
fourth-year forward Danielle
Aviani. This was Gavner’s
third goal on the season.
After the first half, Maine
finished with 10 shots and six
on goal, while Northeastern
had seven shots and six on
goal.
Redshirt
third-year
Emma Cochran started in
goal for the Black Bears,
while fourth-year goaltender
Becky Garner started for the
Huskies. Cochran made four
saves in the half and Garner
had three, with a team save
from Northeastern.
During
halftime,
Northeastern hosted their
first annual Celebration of
Legends by honoring the
20th anniversary of their

back-to-back NCAA Final
Four appearances of the
1995-1996 teams.
The Huskies took the lead
back at 49:23 of the game, as
redshirt third-year forward
Jamie Bartucca scored a
second time to make it 3-2.
This was Bartucca’s fourth
goal on the season.
Less than five minutes
later at 54:03, third-year
forward Madison Cummings
tied it at 3, the third time
Maine had done it the game.
This was Cummings’ 11th
goal on the season.
The game would not be
decided in regulation, as it
headed to overtime. Maine
finished the second half
with eight shots and six on
goal, while Northeastern

had seven shots with four
on goal. Cochran made three
saves and Garner had five.
Just 42 seconds into the
extra frame, fourth-year
midfielder Sydney Veljacic
scored to give Maine an
enthralling 4-3 victory. This
was Veljacic’s first goal on
the season.
The Black Bears had
two shots with both on goal
in the overtime period and
the Huskies were not able to
get a chance. Garner made
one save before the gamewinning goal.
Maine returns to action on
Sunday, Sept. 25 on the road
at 2 p.m. against Harvard
University.
Northeastern
University plays next on
Sunday, Sept. 25 at home at

2 p.m. against the University
of New Hampshire.
Field Hockey Falls to
Harvard
No. 19 University of
Maine tried to continue their
head-to-head
dominance
against Harvard, having won
six of the seven contests in
the all-time series. The Black
Bears could not muster much
offense, losing the affair 3-1.
They dropped to 7-3, while
the Crimson improved to 4-4.
Maine saw themselves
surrender the first goal of
the game again, as Harvard
opened the scoring 19:20
into the first half. First-year
forward Maddie Earle put
one in and was assisted by
See Field Hockey B5

The fastpitch softball club starts season at home
Jordan Houdeshell
Sports Editor
The Women’s Fastpitch
Softball Club made their
season debut at home
this weekend against the
University of New Hampshire
(UNH) in a three-game series
on Sunday, Sept. 25. The team

has gone through a lot to get to
this point.
Second-year
graduate
student co-president and thirdbaseman Meghan Connelly
has seen the club at all levels
of functioning. When she first
joined the team there were five
members and no real practices
or games. It came down to

The softball club ended the day 1-2.

Connelly and fourth-year
co-president and outfielder
Samantha Johnson having
to organize themselves and
become a part of the National
Club Softball Association.
Now as a member of the
association, they compete
against five teams during
their regular season: UNH,
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University
of
Vermont,
Merrimack
College,
University of Massachusetts
Amherst and Northeastern
University.
“Now, we are a lot more
competitive and a lot more
involved,” Connelly said.
The team currently has 17
girls. All of them found their
way to the club through their
mutual love of the sport.
“There is obviously a
huge group of girls that love
to play and all reach out to
us, which is awesome, versus
what we used to have with no
one showing up to practice,”
Johnson said.
The team holds four
practices a week. They held
tryouts for competitive versus
practice teams, but everyone
made the competitive team.
This is third-year catcher
Lauren Guptill’s third season
on the team. She heard about
it from a friend and started
attending practices the spring
of her freshman year, but the
team did not actually get in full
swing until her second year.
“It’s so much more
involved and you feel so much

like a family,” Guptill said.
“You’re fighting for your
position but you are doing it in
a fun way.”
One of the difficulties
that the team faces is getting
everyone to be able to come to
practice and put in the time to
get to know each other.
“It’s pretty tough with
schedules because we all have
different majors and are taking
different classes,” first-year
center field Colleen Sullivan
said.
Despite it being the club
softball team, there has been
a lot of cooperation with the
University of Maine Softball
team.
“They have given us a
ton of extra equipment, bats,
old jerseys. They have been
amazing to us,” Connelly said.
Everyone on the team
came into college having
significant softball experience
and gravitated to the softball
club for different reasons.
As a newer member of the
team Sullivan had hoped to
play for the UMaine team, but
when that didn’t work out she
decided to play on the club.

“I still definitely wanted
to play softball in college
because it just means so much
to me,” Sullivan said.
Guptill didn’t have any
plans of playing Division 1
softball but still wanted to
continue playing a sport she
enjoyed.
“I went club because it’s
more laid back and you don’t
feel so much pressure,” Guptill
said.
No matter how the players
ended up on the team, the team
hit the ground swinging this
fall kicking off their season
four weeks into the semester
with the series against UNH.
In their opening game against
UNH, the team went 1-2,
losing the first two games 7-4
and 10-2 respectively. The
team came back and got a win
on the season in their last game
of the tripleheader with a score
of 2-0.
They will have two more
weekend series at home after
their games on Sunday, with
games Oct. 1, Oct. 2 and Oct.
22 all played here at UMaine.
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Soccer wins first conference game
William Nash
Contributor
Third-year
forward
Genaya Loftis made the only
play necessary for the win in
Maine’s victory against the
University of Vermont (UVM)
Sunday, Sept. 25. Loftis’ goal
came in the seventh minute
and not another point would
be scored for the remainder
of the game. The 1-0 triumph
boosts UMaine to 5-3 on the
season, 1-0 in conference play,
while UVM falls to 5-4-1 and
0-1 within the America East
league.
A high-arched lob from
mid-field found second-year
forward Vivien Biel deep in
UVM territory. Biel’s shot
was fumbled by third-year
goalkeeper Coco Speckmaier.
Loftis was ready to capitalize
on the error, tapping the ball
into the net to set the final
score at 1-0.
“We did exactly what
we did in practice,” Loftis
explained. “Our strikers were
able to take their defenders out
wide so I could get through
the middle and our midfielder
played the perfect ball over the
top.”
This was Loftis’ first goal
of the season.
An injury precluded firstyear goalkeeper Annalena
Kriebisch from competing.
In her place stood secondyear Samantha Cobotic. In
Cobotic’s first start of 2016,
she faced a daunting 10 shots
from a highly skilled UVM
offense. Cobotic held her own,
managing to hold on to the
shutout.
“We brought in our new
keeper, she played fantastic,”

Soccer beats University of Vermont Sunday, Sept. 25.

Maine’s Head Coach Scott
Atherley said. “I think that
helped our team emotionally
the way she came in and really
just gained confidence for her,
gave a lot of confidence for
our team.”
Maine would find another
chance in the 20th minute as
second-year back Kate Evans
wound up from 20 yards to
unleash a cannonball. Her shot
ended up hitting the crossbar

and deflecting out of bounds.
Evans was an offensive
threat in the midfield region,
registering two shots from
deep.
Later on the 28th minute, a
two-on-two rush was created
after a fast break in the midfield. Second-year forward
Anetra Byfield produced a
give-and-go pass to first-year
forward Kaitlyn Ball. Ball
tapped it back to Byfield who
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charged towards the UVM
goalkeeper. Speckmaier came
out to challenge Byfield,
gobbling up the ball to stop
the offense. The pace in the
midfield was what made the
difference to Atherley.
“We had several sequences
through our midfield that we
just played so fast and that
allowed us to keep possession
but really put Vermont on
their heels,” he said.

Byfield registered a teamhigh three shots.
On the other end of the
field was UVM’s highpowered offense. UVM’s
third-year midfielder Sarah
Martin led all other shooters
with five shots, three of them
on net. UVM logged a total of
19 shots, 10 of them on net,
but were completely stymied
by an impenetrable Maine
defense. UVM’s 11 total

corner kicks would either be
headed away by third-year
midfielder Kendra Ridley or
cleared by second-year back
Mikayla Morin.
UVM had a legitimate
chance to tie the game up
before the half with a direct
kick from close range.
Martin’s shot was blocked by
UMaine’s wall of defenders
See Soccer on B5

Why Team USA lost to Team Canada
Will Nash
Contributor
The United States of
America fell to Team
Canada in the World Cup of
Hockey Tuesday, Sept. 20.
Here’s why the American
gunslingers didn’t pull off the
most miraculous of upsets.
One: Team Canada is
simply better than Team
USA. Just look at Canada’s
roster. There are potentially
10 future Hall-of-Famers
on that list. They are led by
the best all-around player in
the world — Sidney Crosby.
Carey Price is also back with
a vengeance, realizing his role
as the centerpiece that holds

together the Canadian squad.
In the 2014-2015 season (he
missed most of last season
with a MCL sprain) Price
boasted a 1.96 goals against
average, the best in the league
by far. This, coupled with
Price’s league-topping save
percentage (.933), makes for
a truly unbeatable backstop
for Team Canada.
Examining this team in
comparison to Team USA
shows the true reason for the
upset. America had Patrick
Kane leading the charge with
help from Derek Stepan and
Joe Pavelski. That’s about it
for headline names. Kane,
last year’s Art Ross Trophy
recipient (most points in a

season), was kept to a measly
one point in tournament
play and a dismal -2 in plus/
minus. It is clear the hotshot
Americans received a douse
of cold water, courtesy
of Justin Bieber and his
Canadian ensemble.
Two: We were playing
in Canada’s back yard. All
games were played in the Air
Canada Center in Toronto.
Hockey is Canada’s sport
and the energy in their rink
is palpable. The United
States coming to Canada’s
barn would be like a London
football team coming to
Gillette to combat the
Patriots.The London team
against the Patriots would not

succeed, much like how Team
America crumpled against
the puckhead Canadians.
Three:
Team
North
America hurt Team USA
more than it did Team Canada.
With the 23-and-under team,
13 of USA’s youngsters were
forced to play for Team North
America. Many of these
players were skilled enough
to add some much needed
depth to Team USA. Team
North America only had nine
Canadians. This was good
and bad news for Team USA.
It tells us there is light at the
end of this tunnel. Eventually
these youngsters will mature
into Hall-of-Fame prospects
and once again the U.S. will

be a World Cup contender.
Four: We just did not play
our best hockey. There are
those who claim that Team
USA was just a bunch of
grinders, the gritty backbones
that other, more skilled
players rely on, but that’s just
not true. Kane had the most
points in the NHL season,
Justin Abdelkader had 42
points, Derek Stepan had 53
and Joe Pavelski was coming
off a 78-point season. We
have offensive players that
can make it happen in enemy
territory, but at the World Cup
we were shut out by Europe
and outscored by a total of
5-11.
The bottom line is our goal

scorers were not scoring
goals. Jonathan Quick was
logging save percentages
in the .800s. There were
healthy scratches at every
game and our players could
not find a groove.
Five: We overlooked
Team Europe and were
under the gun in game two.
Nobody expected Team
Europe to have any sort of
chemistry; to have any sort
of chance at winning. They
came from seven different
countries, encompassed 12
different NHL teams and had
no identity — no consistent
playing style. Essentially,
See World Cup B5

The National League playoff picture
Spencer Bergholtz
Staff Writer
The National League is
even more uneven than the
American League this season.
With one week remaining in
the regular season, there are
three clear runaway divisional
winners with a tight wild-card
race for the fourth and final
playoff spot.
NL East:
Washington
Nationals:
The Washington Nationals
are 7.5 games ahead of their
division rivals, the New York
Mets. Washington has been
in control of the National
League East the entire season.
They got off to a 9-1 start to
the regular season and never
looked back. Their 9-1 start
was the best franchise start
over the first 10 games in
MLB history.
The off-season acquisition
of second baseman Daniel
Murphy has certainly paid
dividends. Murphy is batting
a whopping .347 on the year
with 25 home runs and 104
RBI. Murphy had killed the
Nationals in the past as a
member of the New York
Mets which is another thing to

not have to worry about.
Murphy leads Washington
in all five of the major batting
categories: home runs, RBI,
OBP, hits and batting average
and is a serious contender for
National League MVP. The
Nationals still have reigning
National League MVP in
Bryce Harper as well. Harper
has dropped off a bit this year,
but is still providing solid
numbers with 24 homers,
82 RBI and a .245 batting
average. If Washington can
get back Steven Strasburg
to go along with ace Max
Scherzer, the Nationals’ 1-2
punch will be tough to hit
against come October.
NL Central:
Chicago Cubs: 1908. That
is the last year the Chicago
Cubs were crowned as World
Series Champions. Cubs fans,
this year is the year. It really
is. The Curse of the Billy
Goat needs to and will come
to an end this year.
The Curse of the Billy Goat
started back in 1945 when the
Chicago Cubs owner Billy
Sianis was asked to leave the
game at Wrigley Field during
game four of the World Series
due to the odor of his pet

goat bothering other fans. As
he was leaving the park with
his goat he screamed, “them
Cubs, they ain’t gonna win no
more.” Since then the Cubs
have not even made it to the
World Series and fans really
believe he jinxed them.
The Chicago Cubs were
preseason favorites to win
it all and still remain the
favorites as the regular season
winds down. Last night the
Cubs won their 98th game of
the regular season, their most
wins in a season since the
1945 season.
The Cubs have had the
most
dominant
starting
pitching staff in baseball
this year. They are led by
the National League Cy
Young front-runner in Kyle
Hendricks. Hendricks has
been a pleasant surprise for
Chicago this season as he was
their No. 4 starter on opening
day and has evolved into their
ace. Hendricks leads the NL
this season with a 2.06 ERA.
Then there are the Cubs’
second and third starters for
the postseason, Jon Lester and
Jake Arrieta. Lester is second
in the NL with a 2.36 ERA
and tied for first with 18 wins.

Arrieta won the National
League Cy Young award
last season and is tied with
teammate Lester for most
wins this year with 18 of his
own. Statistically, the Cubs
sport the third-best offense in
baseball as a whole. They are
also a top five team — ahead
in hits, RBI, OBP and runs
scored. They are stacked on
both offense and defense and I
don’t see anything outside the
Billy Goat Curse standing in
their way.
NL West:
Los Angeles Dodgers:
The Los Angeles Dodgers
are closing in on their fourth
consecutive NL West division
title. They are currently
seven games ahead of their
postseason nemesis the San
Francisco Giants. The past five
years have been nothing but a
two-car race in the National
League West. It usually ends
up with the Dodgers winning
the division title and the
Giants squeaking in through
the Wild Card route.
Unfortunately in recent
history, the Giants always end
up taking out the Dodgers
and have won the World
Series three times in the

past six seasons. While the
Giants have three World
Championships, the Dodgers
haven’t even made one World
Series appearance. It’s finally
time to stop being known as
regular season champions and
put on in the postseason.
Unfortunately,
the
Dodgers’ No. 2 starter, Scott
Kazmir went down for the
season last night. However,
Los Angeles just got back
superstar Clayton Kershaw,
the most dominant regular
season pitcher in the modernday era. Kershaw has been
extremely effective when
healthy this season; he sits
pretty at 11-3 overall with a
1.73 ERA.
Unfortunately there is
close to nothing after him
aside from Japanese starter
Kenta Maeda. Maeda was
very solid for Los Angeles this
year; he is 16-9 with a 3.20
ERA. The Dodgers offense
is talented, but certainly not
experienced.
22-year-old
shortstop Corey Seager has
been their catalyst all season.
He leads the team with a .313
batting average, a .372 OBP
and 187 hits. Third baseman
Justin Turner has provided

the power for the Dodgers
offense by leading the team
with 27 home runs and 87
RBI. They have dominated
their division once again this
year, though it doesn’t seem
like they are going anywhere
come October.
Wild Card:
New York Mets, San
Francisco Giants?
The
entire
National
League will be pulling for the
New York Mets. Not because
they aren’t good, mostly has
everything to do with them
just losing their flashy ace
in Jacob deGrom to elbow
surgery for the remainder of
the season.
Also, the Giants have
the most dominant playoff
pitcher of this era, Madison
Bumgarner.
Bumgarner
and the Giants have taken
everyone down in the
National League in recent
years regardless of getting
in the postseason through
the Wild Card or not. They
were crowned World Series
Champions in 2010, 2012
and 2014. It is an even year
again — why couldn’t they
keep their every-other-year
tradition alive?
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Women’s hockey team splits home opener

Women’s hockey split the weekend against RPI

Jordan Houdeshell
Sports Editor
The University of Maine
kicked off their season with
a weekend series against
Rensselaer
Polytechnic
Institute (RPI) starting on
Saturday, Sept. 24 at 4 p.m.
The second period saw
the majority of scoring action
in the game. Both Maine and
RPI found the back of the
net to knot the score at 1-1
within the first minute of the
period.
Black Bears first-year left
wing Kara Washer was the
first to find the back of the
net seventeen seconds into
the middle period, marking
her first goal of the season.
Less than 30 seconds later,
RPI’s fourth-year left wing
Laura Horwood found twine
with an assist from first-year

right wing Blake Orosz,
tying the score at 1-1.
“I think it was a great first
game for us as a team. We
built a lot every period, we
got a little better, developed
a little more chemistry,”
Horwood said. “It’s nice
to get that first win and get
things started off on the right
foot for the season.”
“Blake [Orosz], one of
my linemates, did a great job
joining in on the rush, made
a little drop pass to her and
she gave it back to me and I
was just able to bury that one
top shelf,” Horwood said of
her goal.
RPI’s second-year left
wing Makenna Thomas was
assisted by second-year right
wing Ana Orzechowski and
fourth-year center Lindsey
Hylwa on a puck that found
its way past Maine’s first-
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year redshirt goaltender,
Carly Jackson, to put RPI in
the lead at 2-1 seven minutes
later.
Maine’s Washer and RPI’s
fourth-year right defense
Whitney Renn were given
two-minute penalties with
three minutes remaining in
the middle stanza, making
it a 4-on-4 situation. Maine
performed well during this
time, with third-year center
Brooke Stacey having a
prime scoring opportunity
but was unable to find the
back of the net.
The third period was
a productive one for RPI,
aided by a pair of Black
Bears miscues. Maine’s
first-year right wing Tereza
Vanisova was assessed a
five-minute penalty for
boarding. Less than two
minutes later second-year,

Kriebisch excells
in her first season
Will Nash
Contributor
The goalkeeper in soccer
is like the quarterback in
football. They are supposed to
have superior field vision and
the ability to communicate
effectively with teammates so
they can effectively distribute
the ball, ultimately calling
the plays from the defensive
zone. First-year goalkeeper
Annalena Kriebisch excels in
all of these areas.
Kriebisch was groomed
by German soccer programs.
For five years she played
for the Turbine Potsdam
Bundesliga North club — one
of the most successful clubs
in Germany — and with
them won the U17 German
National Championship. She
was a member of the German
U17 National Team and for
seven years was an all-region
selection.
Flash forward to the
2016 season and Kriebisch
emerges as the University
of
Maine’s
first-string
goalkeeper. She has logged
three shutouts, faced 39
shots on net this season and
has stopped 34 of them.
Kriebisch’s .71 goals against
average leads the America
East league. Kriebisch’s .872
save percentage also leads
America East. And she is only
a freshman.
Most first-year students
have trouble getting used
to the swing of college,
struggling early to adjust
to the speed of the next
level, but not Kriebisch. Her

teammates have taken note
of her unusual ability to take
control.
“Even though she is only a
freshman, she commands the
back line and comes up with
huge saves to keep us in the
game,” third-year midfielder
Kendra Ridley said.
Three games this season
have been decided by a
single goal, so the pressure
goalkeepers play under is
impressive. The pressure
makes Kriebisch tough. The
fact that Kriebisch has played
in every minute of the 2016
season is certainly a testament
to her ability to dig deep and
keep fighting.
“She consistently fights
through the pain and leaves
everything on the field,”
Ridley continued.
Kriebisch is one of the 13
freshmen on the team this
year. Of the 18 players that
are in active rotations for
games, nine of them are firstyear players. Head Coach
Scott Atherley is thrilled yet
reserved.
“There are so many
variables that influence the
performance of a new player
and most of them have
nothing to do with soccer,”
Atherley explained.
For freshmen, they are
not just adjusting to the
speed of soccer at the next
level, they are adjusting to
the speed of college life.
They have to balance tests,
meeting new people and their
newfound
independence.
Kriebisch manages it well
and Atherley attributes it to

her former soccer experiences
in Germany.
“She has been in an
environment where their
way of business is entirely
professional,” Atherley said.
“She has really good habits
as a result from growing up
in that environment. She is
a very disciplined person by
nature. She is very organized.”
This ease of transition is
evidenced by Kriebisch’s
five goals against statistic.
Kriebisch has obviously not
skipped a beat.
Kriebisch’s
offensive
counterparts also appreciate
her consistency.
“She gives us security
in the back,” second-year
forward Vivien Beil praised,
“and she is able to distribute
balls fast which improves our
offensive play.”
Those graduating are
happy Kriebisch is here to
anchor the team for future
seasons.
“She is always laughing
which can really lighten the
mood of everyone,” fourthyear Hannah Lipinski said.
“She is also always a positive
person and works hard in
everything she does.”
Lipinski is one of the
three graduating seniors this
season. It’s a bittersweet
moment for those leaving the
program, but at least they can
rest easy knowing Kriebisch
is holding the reins for years
to come.
Kriebisch expects nothing
See Kriebisch on B5

Alyson Matteau was given a
penalty for checking, leaving
Maine with only three
players on the ice. Seconds
later RPI capitalized on the
opportunity. Third-year right
defender Hannah Behounek
squeezed a shot inside
the post to beat Jackson,
bringing the score to 3-1.
In the last minute of play,
Maine pulled Jackson for an
extra attacker but the Black
Bears were still unable to
find the back of the net.
Both
goaltenders
performed well, with RPI
goaltender Lovisa Selander
saving 29, only letting one
goal in and Maine’s Jackson
let up a trio of goals on 26
shots on goal.
“It’s been a long time
coming with being a redshirt
last year, but just really
excited to compete for my

team and do my best to give
them the best opportunity to
win,” Jackson said.
“Obviously
I’m
disappointed that we lost,”
Head
Coach
Richard
Reichenbach said. “We did
have a ton of freshmen in
the lineup. I think from top
to bottom, they moved their
feet, tried to make plays with
the puck. They pretty much
did everything we asked
them, they just didn’t score
more goals than the other
team.”
Maine splits weekend
series with Sunday victory
In the second game of
Maine’s two-game series
with RPI, the attitude on ice
was a very different one.
Maine was back for a win
and RPI tried their hardest
to not let that happen, but in
the end were unsuccessful.
Maine’s momentum was
too much for RPI to hold off
and Maine ultimately took
the win 2-0, splitting the
weekend series.
Similar to the first game
of the series, Maine was able
to find the back of the net in
the first minute of play in the
second period on a leftover
powerplay from first period.
Washer found the back of
the net with assists from
Vanisova and first-year
center Vendula Pribylova,
putting Maine onto the
scoreboard 1-0.
“I think we came ready
today. We knew what
we were doing, we were
meshing together. We got
our first game nerves out of
the way,” Washer said.
It wasn’t until halfway
through the third period that
Maine made another mark
on the scoreboard. Vanisova
was assisted by Pribylov,
who brought the puck all
the way down the ice to get
another one past Selander,
bringing Maine to 2-0.
Although the first period
was scoreless, it wasn’t for
lack of effort. Selander saw
16 shots on goal in the first
period, compared to RPI’s

three.
“I think that we were
more ready to go yesterday.
Today we kinda came in as
we won yesterday and we
weren’t really as pumped,”
Selander said.
The rest of the game did
not see any scoring. Neither
team was able to capitalize
on
their
power-play
opportunities, despite the fact
that there were 12 combined
chances. Maine’s fourthyear goaltender Mariah
Fujimagari got the win,
stopping 20 shots on goal
from RPI, while Selander
took the loss, despite holding
off 29 shots on goal.
RPI tried to catch up in the
last minute, pulling Selander
in favor of another offensive
player, but they were not able
to find the net.
“I thought they came
with a lot more energy than
we did. We survived the
first period, but we should
have been down a couple. I
thought Lovisa [Selander]
for us was outstanding,” RPI
Head Coach John Berk said.
“We just couldn’t match their
intensity to start the game.”
Maine’s whole team
performed well, but the
defense in particular didn’t
let in a single goal to give
them the shutout.
“I thought our gaps were
much better, we moved the
puck a little bit better. And
then we had a full game to
scout them since it was the
first weekend of the season
we hadn’t really been able
to see RPI play before,”
Reichenbach said.
After the weekend of
action, RPI moves to 1-1-0
as Maine also moves to 1-10. RPI will return to the ice
Sept. 30 against Ohio State
University in Troy, N.Y.
with puck drop scheduled
at 6 p.m. The Black Bears
will travel to Connecticut
for a weekend series against
Quinnipiac starting Saturday,
Sept. 30 at 6 p.m.

Madison Cummings
leads team in scoring
Marcus Caliendo
Contributor
A third-year forward
for the Maine Black Bears
field hockey team, Madison
Cummings,
makes
a
difference both on and off
the field. She may be in
double-digit scoring already
this season, but her eye is on
something much farther into
the fall.
Cummings was born on
Sept. 24, 1996 in Belfast,
Maine and studies nursing
at the University of Maine
at Orono. She has three
sisters, Brittney Cummings,
Makayla Cummings and
Breann Cummings. Brittney
is a fellow Maine alum who
played field hockey for the
Black Bears from 2007 to
2011.
Field hockey is nothing
new for Cummings, as
she first played at a fairly
young age. “I started playing
around age 4-5, and played
with my older sister Brittney.
She has taught me more than
I could’ve imagined, and I
wouldn’t be here without
her,” she said.
Attending Belfast High
School from 2010 to 2014,
Cummings played field
hockey and mastered the
forward position, where
she finished her high school
career with 49 goals and
35 assists. Her best season
was during her junior year,
where she had 20 goals and
10 assists and set the school
record with the most goals in
a single season.

While at Belfast,
Cummings led the Lions to
a state championship, along
with a state runner-up finish.
After being named AllRookie her first year, she
was named as her team’s
Most Valuable Player for the
next three years, along with
earning All-State and AllAcademic awards.
“My former coach at
Belfast, Amy Bernatchez,
helped me so much to
develop my skills, and
learn how to play the game
the right way. Without
her, I wouldn’t have the
same mindset that I have
going into every game,”
Cummings said.
Her impressive athletic
talents don’t just lie on the
field hockey pitch, as she has
played softball on the field,
basketball on the court and
competed in track and field.
She served as captain of the
varsity softball team and was
named best defensive player
for the varsity basketball
team.
“I loved playing other
sports like basketball, track
and field and softball, but
field hockey is by far my
favorite. I just feel like this
is where I belong, and I’m
happy with the success I’ve
had so far,” Cummings said.
During her freshman year
at the University of Maine,
she saw action in only
five games, as she fought
through some injuries. She
was named as a member of
the 2014 Gladiator Division
I National Academic Team

Award by the National Field
Hockey Coaches Association
and also named as a “Rising
Star” for accomplishing a
3.0 grade point average.
“She didn’t play much
her first year because she
was dealing with injuries,
but worked extremely hard
in the offseason and has
worked her way back to be
a leader of this team,” Head
Coach Josette Babineau said.
As
a
sophomore,
Cummings played in 15
games and tallied seven
points that included three
goals and one assist. She
put one past the goalie in
games at Providence, versus
Siena and at Dartmouth.
Cummings was given a
“Bronze Medal” after being
selected as a Maine Scholar
Athlete and was named to
the Field Hockey Academic
Squad Selection by the
National Field Hockey
Coaches
Association
(NFHCA).
“The best memory so far
was scoring the goal against
North Carolina on Sunday.
They’re one of the best teams
in the country, and it really
felt great to score against
them,” Cummings said.
Madison
Cummings
has 10 goals and one assist
totaling 21 points to lead the
team so far this season and
hopes to keep adding on. She
doesn’t just lead the team in
scoring, but is a leader in a
way that influences others to
See Cummings on B5
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Around the Conference

UPCOMING

SPORTS
Thursday, Sept. 29
Soccer
@UMass Lowell
7 p.m.

FOOTBALL SCORES
9/24

James Madison
Maine
New Hampshire
URI
COlgate
Richmond
Sacred Heart
Stony Brook
Villanova
Lafayette
Elon
William and Mary

31
20

St. Francis
Albany

9
20

39

FOOTBALL STANDINGS

17

1

31

2

38

3

38

4

10

5

31

6

14

7

Albany
James Madison
Villanova
Elon
UNH
Stony Brook
Delaware

OVERALL
4-0
3-1
3-1
2-2
2-2
2-2
2-1

27
10

Siena
Vermont
Stanford
UMass
LIU Brooklyn
University Pacific
California
Appalachian State
Hofstra
UMass Lowell
Albany
Delaware

2 9/24

UC Davis
5
Missouri State
1
Maine
0
Northeastern
0 9/25 California
12
Wake Forest
2
Saint Louis
1
University Pacific
4
Stanford
3
Yale
1
Maine
3
Harvard

2
1
4
3
2
6
3
11
3
1
1
3

Women’s Hockey
@Quinnipiac
6 p.m.
Field Hockey
@UMass Lowell
7 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 1
Football
vs. Bryant
3:30 p.m.
Women’s Hockey
@ Quinnipiac
3 p.m.

FIELD HOCKEY SCORES
9/23

Friday, Sept. 30

FIIELD HOCKEY STANDINGS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Maine
University Pacific
Vermont
Albany
Stanford
UMass Lowell
UNH

OVERALL
7-3
6-3
6-4
5-4
4-4
3-5
2-6

Sunday, Oct. 2
Soccer
@University of Maryland
Baltimore County
12 p.m.
Field Hockey
@Albany
1 p.m.
Men’s Hockey
vs.Xavier University
4 p.m.
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Men sweep Friday’s meet against UNH
Jordan Houdeshell
Sports Editor
The men’s cross country
team defeated the University
of New Hampshire (UNH),
taking the top four places,
dominating the race on
Friday, Sept. 23 at home. The
women’s team fell to UNH,
but third-year Kaitlin Saulter
took second place for the
Black Bears.
Fourth-year redshirt Jesse
Orach came in first for a third
time this season. His winning
time for the 8k race was
25:16.3, a full 16 seconds in
front of the next runner.
“This was my last home
meet so I wanted to do well
in it, make it something to
remember. I’m pretty happy
with how it went,” Orach said.
Following Orach was thirdyear Jacob Johns, with a time
of 25:32.5, with second-year
Aaron Willingham finishing
right behind him at 25:35.6.
Finishing up the top four
sports for the Black Bears was
fourth-year Levi Frye, with a
time of 25:41.0.
The Maine runners started
off the race in a pack, well in
front of the UNH athletes and
although the pack gradually
separated, Maine managed to
place seven runners in the top
10.
The first runner for UNH,
third-year Timothy Kenefick,
came in fifth with a time
of 25:50.1. He was closely

followed by Maine’s secondyear Simon Powhida, with a
time of 25:50.9.
Finishing up the Maine
runners in the top 10 were
second-year Joshua Horne
and fourth-year Justin Tracy
in seventh and eighth. Horne
came in at 25:56.4, while
Tracy came in about a second
later at 25:57.5. UNH’s next
runners were second-year
Brett Hoerner with a time
of 26:05.1 and fourth-year

Soccer

Football

from B2

but possession was retained
by UVM. A last-ditch effort
from
UVM’s
first-year
midfielder Julia Smith kept
a tie score within reach. Her
shot sailed over the net as time
expired, keeping Maine’s lead
to one going into halftime.
Second-half play was
noticeably more physical.
UVM’s
second-year
midfielder Brook Jenkins
got tied up with Byfield in
a frustration play that cost
Vermont a foul. Byfield
responded with a shot on
Speckmaier that was sent just
barely wide.
At the 66-minute mark,
Byfield got another chance.
Her bullet from the right
nailed the crossbar, going
straight down off the bounce.
It looked like a goal, but play
continued and it was not
called as a goal.
With five minutes left,
Maine was struggling to clear
the ball. A weak pass from
a Maine defender led to a
point blank shot from UVM’s
Smith. Cobotic’s diving save
was miraculous, stopping
what should have easily been
a goal, preserving her shutout.
Speckmaier watched from a
safe distance of 120 yards.
“I think we played well,”
she said. “We should have
buried some chances, but it
just happens. We just got to
keep going.”
Speckmaier
would
advance out from safety in
the final minute to give UVM
an extra attacker on Martin’s
corner kick. The effort would
prove to be fruitless as the
ball was knocked wide left,
protecting Maine’s 1-0 win.
“We lost to a good team,”
UVM’s Head Coach Kristi
Lefebvre said. “They had two
weeks off, they were pretty
fresh, they came with a lot of
energy and a lot of credit to
them.”
The game versus UVM
was the first in an eightgame streak of America East
competitors. Maine moves
to Lowell, Mass. next to do
battle with the University
of Massachusetts Lowell
Riverhawks. Kickoff is
scheduled for 7:00 p.m. on
Sept. 29. Vermont will also go
on to play another American
East game against UMass
Lowell on Sunday, Oct. 2.
Kickoff is scheduled for 1
p.m.

Maine’s men’s team places in the top four places to win Friday’s meet.

Robin Pelkey, Staff

time of 18:52.9.
“My plan for the season
was to break 19 and I crushed
that,” Lawrence said. “This
course is pretty tough too.”
The rest of the finishers
in the top 10 were Wildcats.
First-year Isobel Kelly and
fourth-year Cassandra Kruse
came in fifth and sixth with
times of 18:54.7 and 19:08.5,
respectively.
“We are happy with the
way the ladies ran. I feel like
we did a good job competing
for the entire course and
the entire distance,” UNH
women’s Head Coach Robert
Hoppler said.
Although Maine didn’t
win the meet, they had some
improved times and personal
bests.
“It’s kinda a stepping stone.
At this time in the season,
some people are getting
sniffles and I’m just trying to
keep them healthy,” Lech said.
“We’ve worked hard up to this
point and sometimes you need
to back off a little and that is
kinda what we did this week.”
Maine
will
compete
next at the New England
Championships at Franklin
Park in Boston on Oct. 8. The
start time is 12 p.m. UNH’s
next meet will also be the New
England
Championships,
giving both teams another
chance to compete against
each other along with other
New England teams.

Mitchell Dutton, with a time
of 26:05.4.
“I think we have gotten
away from head-to-head
competition, so it’s win or
lose,” UNH men’s Head
Coach Jim Boulanger said.
“The Maine guys went out
and took control and we tried
to battle our way back and you
learn to win or lose in these
dual meets.”
In a meet that has been
going on for years, Maine took

the victory for a second year in
a row. The final score was 1647 in Maine’s favor.
“You can only run fast
when you need to run fast
and today they didn’t really
need to run fast,” Maine Head
Coach Mark Lech said.
On the women’s side, the
Black Bears fell to UNH 2239.
Fourth-year
Alexandra
Giese won the meet for UNH
with a time of 18:43.0 on the

5k course. Saulter came in
first for Maine, second overall,
with a time of 18:49.2.
“I went in and just tried
to get into the race and say
ok I don’t feel my legs, I’m
going to stay with this person
and that’s what I did,” Saulter
said.
Third-year Julia Shorter
came in next for UNH with
a time of 18:51.0, closely
followed by Maine’s secondyear Haley Lawrence with a

yards, one of them being a
deep 40-yard snare. Thirdyear wide receiver Marquise
Adams caught 3-of-3 targets
for 44 yards.
Fourth-year linebacker
Christophe
Mulumba
Tshimanga had a game-high
14 tackles and two sacks.
Sheffield was all over the

scene as well with nine
tackles and a sack.
“First half we battled.
Came right down the field
and held them to just 10
points in the first half. We’re
a team that’s struggling to
make plays in the second
half. If you look at the
UConn game and today’s

game we are just not the
same team in the second
half,” Harasymiak said.
This game moves Maine
to 0-3 overall and 0-1 in
conference play while JMU
moves to 3-1 on the season
and 1-0 in conference play.
Maine will be looking
to get themselves in the

win column Saturday, Oct.
1 when they play host to
the Bryant Bulldogs with
kickoff set for 3:30 p.m.
James Madison will return
to play on Oct. 1 against
University of Delaware in
Harrisburg, Penn.

fourth-year forward Marissa
Balleza. This was Earle’s
second goal on the season.
Most of the half consisted
of a fierce defensive battle
between the two teams and
Maine went into halftime
with a one-goal deficit. The
Black Bears finished with
four shots and three on goal,
while the Crimson had seven
shots with six on goal.
Cochran started for the

Black Bears, while secondyear goalie Libby Manela
started for the Crimson.
Cochran made four saves in
the half and Manela made
three. Maine also added a
team save.
In a surprising non-move,
Maine Head Coach Josette
Babineau decided not to
insert her other goalie into
the game, redshirt third-year
Emily Corbett. She opted to
stay with Cochran and this
was the second straight game
that the goaltenders were not

changed, which are the first
such occurrences this season.
Just 3:04 into the second
frame, Harvard doubled their
lead to 2-0 when Balleza
scored, assisted by secondyear
forward
Kathleen
Young. This was Balleza’s
fifth goal on the season.
The Crimson added on
once again at 43:39 of the
game, as first-year midfielder
Bente van Vlijmen scored,
assisted
by
third-year
midfielder Ellie Cookson
and fourth-year midfielder

Kyla Cordrey. This was van
Vlijmen’s third goal on the
season.
With
two
minutes
remaining in the game, the
Black Bears finally got on
the board. Aviani scored,
assisted by Veljacic. This
was Aviani’s second goal on
the season.
It was too little too late for
Maine and they were unable
to score more than once even
though they had more total
shots than Harvard.
The Black Bears finished

the second half with 10 shots
and four on goal, while the
Crimson had three shots, all
three being on goal. Cochran
made one save and Manela
made three.
Maine returns to action
on Friday, Sept. 30 on the
road at 7 p.m. against the
University of Massachusetts
Lowell. Harvard University
plays next on Thursday,
Sept. 29 on the road at 6 p.m.
against Boston University.

World Cup

Cummings

they are a bunch of veterans
giving it one final go on the
world stage. Zdeno Chara is
washed up, Marian Hossa is
injured, Anze Kopitar peaked
five years ago, but they
steamrolled us in game one of
the round-robin tournament,
3-0. This came as a surprise
after Europe was slaughtered
by Team North America in
the pre-tournament, twice.
After a demoralizing loss
against what was considered
the worst team in the
tournament, we moved on
to Team Canada, undeniably
the best team at the World
Cup. We lost 4-2 and were
decisively eliminated from
the Hockey World Cup.
Team USA would go on
to lose to the Czech Republic
4-3 in their third and final
game of the preliminary
rounds. They would go
0-3 in 2016 World Cup of
Hockey. Hopefully this was
a wake-up call for the USA
Hockey organization and to
the players who thought they
could breeze through the
competition and head straight
to the seemingly preordained
matchup with Canada in the
finals. There is light at the end
of this tunnel, but we may
have to wait until the 2018
Olympics in Pyeongchang,
South Korea to see it.

step up their game.
“First-year players look
up to her to gain the natural
ability of learning the game
of field hockey, and she’s

up to the challenge to teach
them. She’s able to get in
front of the goal, and it takes
complex understanding and
instinct to do that in this
game,” Babineau said.
The Black Bears are
standing with a current

6-2 record with 11 regular
season games remaining.
Their chances at making the
playoffs are very realistic,
especially with the new No.
19 ranking for Maine from
the NFHCA.
“I think we have a good

chance to go deep into the
playoffs, and make a push
for the Championship in
November. We have a great
team, and playing well
together will give us that
opportunity,”
Cummings
said.

from B1

a touchdown on 11 carries.
Davis-Ray also hauled in
two catches for 33 yards.
Second-year
wide
receiver Micah Wright
had three receptions for 84

Field Hockey
from B5

from B2

from B3

Kriebisch
from B3

but the best from herself and
her team.
When asked what her
goal was for the team, she
responded, “winning the
America East conference.
My personal goal, I wanna
save as many shots on
goal as possible, be the
best goalkeeper in the
conference/have the best
record for goalkeeper in the
conference.”
Kriebisch has her eyes set
on the end of the season, to
avenge last year’s playoff loss
versus Hartford. Atherley has
different objective in mind.
“Our expectation is we
want to show improvement
on a daily basis,” Atherley
detailed. “If we are focusing
on our performance rather
than outcome the outcome is
going to take care of itself.”
One thing is for certain
however: with Kriebisch
on the backstop, there is no
telling how deep Maine could
go in the playoffs this year
and for many years to come.
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Professional sport this week
NFL(AMERICAN)
EAST

1
2

WEST

1
2

NORTH 1
2
SOUTH 1
2

Patriots
Jets
Broncos
Chiefs
Ravens
Steelers
Texans
Titans

MLB AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST

1
2

WEST

1
2

CENTRAL 1
2

Red Sox
Blue Jays
Indians
Tigers
Rangers
Mariners

OVERALL
3-0

NFL(NATIONAL)
EAST
WEST

1

2-1

2

3-0

NORTH 1

2-1

2

2-1

SOUTH 1

1-2

2

OVERALL
92-64

MLB NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST

86-69
90-65

Eagles
Giants
Rams
Seahawks
Vikings
Packers
Falcons
Buccaneers

2

1-2
3-0

1

1
2

WEST

1

83-72

2

92-64

CENTRAL 1

82-73

2

Nationals
Mets
Cubs
Cardinals
Dodgers
Giants

OVERALL
3-0
2-1
2-1
2-1
3-0
2-1
1-1
1-2

OVERALL
91-64
83-73
98-56
81-73
90-66
82-74

Upcoming Games:
NFL:
Monday, Sept. 26
Falcons@Saints
Thursday, Sept 29
Dolphins@ Bengals
Sunday, Oct. 2
Colts @Jaguars
Bills@Patriots
Titans@ Texans
Lions@Bears
Panthers@ Falcons
Seahawks@Jets
Raiders @Ravens
Chiefs @ Steelers
MLB:
Monday, Sept. 26
Cubs @ Pirates
Diamonbacks@ Nationals
Yankees @ Blue Jays
Mets @ Marlins
Indians @ Tigers
Brewers @Rangers

